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- A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air. Edited by J. A. HAMMERTON

"AND DON'T FORGET--" A young officer giving his men some final instructions and advice befora th 3 actual moment arrives for
them to go into the battle. The smiles on the attentive faces of the men are so many auguries of victory. (Canadian official.)
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MY ADVENTURES AS A WAR CORRESFONDEIVT

AN ADVENTURE ON THE ROAD

TO

CALAIS

British Surprise that Turned the Tide in Fianti
By BASIL CLARKE

H

AVE you ever li-, for days on tenterhooks that
kept your brain and thoughts on the stretch all
day and made your very wakening in the morning
a return to a sort of nightmare—a nightmare of anxiety
and foreboding ?
The people of this countrv, owing to an all-embracing
censorship, were spared these tenterhooks, but over in
Flanders in the early days of the war there was no mercilul
anxsthetic of this sort, and people there, who were in
close touch with affairs, knew the whole cruel truth. It
was touch-and-go with our Army, the French Army,
and the Belgian Army; they were near the end of their
tether. Any day might see them flung forward before
the German hordes and into the sea. There is no secret
much about this now, The splendid story of the Battles
of the Yser and Ypres has. been told, and this fact has
clearly emerged. I
not tell -this story again, -but will
only add to it a section which has been overlooked by
many of the writers on this great theme.
The Germans, you remember, were sweeping on towards
Ypres and Fumes and Dunkirk and Calais. They overWeighted the three Allies in guns and in men by many to
one. We were stubbornly defending positions to which
we clung only for want of better. Night after night I
used to lean out of my bed-room window in Dunkirk
listening to the booming of the guns and watching the
flashes in the sky and the glare of burning homesteads,
and wonder whether or not some spot in that twinkling
line of fires might not at that very moment be giving
way and letting the Germans pour in. Night after night
came the German attacks on the Yser Canal, and by the
time I arrived on its banks in the morning neither the
bodies-nor the blood had washed away.
A Nightmare of Anxiety
Man after man fell out—kill—I or wounded or dazed and
demented with hardship and loss of sleep. Night by night
our lines grew thinner; yet night after night the Germans
came on again in never-lessening waves—waves of men
flushed with success, certain of further victory ; men in
whose minds the very idea that Germany's legions could
ever be withstood by mortal man had never yet been born.
(They know different now.)
Wounded men were poured into Dunkirk and Calais,
but no reserves or fresti troops went out to take their
places. No troops were available. Guns with barrels
worn smooth of rifling answered the brand-new guns of
heavier calibre which the Germans were bringing to bear
on every- allied pi3§ition. These poor old guns were one
to six of the German guns, yet no new guns came along
to replace the old or to make good the shortage. It could
not last. it seemed.
Civilians in Dunkirk, though knowing but half the
truth, began to look to- their loopholeS for escape. I saw
a Dunkirk jeweller and . his wife one morning returning
from a day-dawn expedition along the sands of the seashore. The woman carried a shovel. He had been burying
his stock in a safe place among the sand-dunes. He and
his wife alone knew the place. Later in the day I was
not far from the dockS when an officer friend stopped me.
" You are a reasonably discreet sort of person," he said,
with rather a griM smile, " and it would be unpleasant
for you if the Germans collared you." I looked at him
and waited. " There is a little steam-trig over at the sea-wall there,"
he went on. " See'. You can see her long funnel from
here, Her name is the Conqueror. She's British. If
the Bodies are here to-riight slip along down there
and get aboard slick. She'll ferry you over the water
and out of harm's way. She's had steam up day and
night for a day or two now. I've not mentioned it to
you before, but I thought I'd better to-day because the

Germans are on the move. They re coming down the
coast road towards the place."
He said all this very coolly and in that matter-of-fact,
almost cheery, sort of way in which most of our officers
greet trouble.
That afternoon I saw a Belgjan officer (a Canadian
arrive in Dunkirk with a bleeding head and mudded from
head to toe. I spoke to him. " Yes,Y he said shakily,
" it's pretty wen all over. My poor devils have 13(*n
licked to
The,,,'re through.'
And - that night I looked with even a greater anxiety
out of my :window at the Arcades Hotel:- Thew ,W0Te
only the Mips to see and the flashes. But
seemed
nearer. than , t.jie previous nig=_t. I went On the roof: of
the hotel. YeEs; they were
-1t neater.
came.
Enemy Over the Yser
I went downs+. -s
old friead of the Belgian
Flying Corp--cis fine lot f fellows as one could wish to
meet.
l'es," he said,
Germans have got through
in one or two places. it is a question now of whether
we can cut off those who have got through and stop Mere
cornhig through, or whether they will overrun us.
looks like a ' bad egg,' as your boys Say."
Noon- brought me the news that many Gel-mans had
broken over the Yser and that othets were coming in great
numbers along the coast road towards Furries and Dunkirk.
The resistance at the northern end of the line would stand
no longer. I kept awake that night. Before dawn I
climbed the tall tower of the cathedral 'at Dunkirk
a tower hundreds of years old, built by the Spaniards
during their occupation of Flanders. Its little gate leading
to the street below had by some luck been left open. From
the north-eastern corner of its summit I lcioled towards
Nieuport and La Panne and the fiat plains of the one
remaining strip of Flanders which the Germans had failed
to take. They would take it . Soon,. They were piling
somewhere along that road which I could see stretching
out like a ribbon towards the north-east I. could not
see them. It was too far away for that. 13ht soon,
perhaps, they would be coming into sight. I would wait.
Then a thin mist came, blotting out the farther sea
and beet-fields, and the smoke of the distant guns. I
could see only the red roofs of Dunkirk below and, more
faintly, those of the neighbouring hamlets. The Bodies
might heave into sight at any moment, I might have
to be "
as the officer had said. I took a look towards
the sea-wall. Yes, the little Conqueror was there all
right. A faint wisp of yellow-black smoke was curling
upwards from her long, thin funnel.
A Voice from the Sea.
And then,- amid the jumbled notes of the distant guns.
there came suddenly a -new and fresh note—a sharp, hcioinim, note, as clearly distinguishable amid the dull, leaden
boom of the remoter-gun§as a chink of light in a dark room.
Hear that ? " I exclaimed to the tower Watchman, a.
dear old fellow with a beard,- i-,"(very three hours, day and
night, he blows a little trumpet from the tower-top—first
north, then south, then east and west, as has been done
from the tower-top of Dunkirk for endless years.)
Mais non,
The old man jumped froth his seat.
sieur. Ou'est (Inc ca," he said, as he hobbled out of his
little shelter of glass built in a corner of the tower-top.
Did you not hear a new gun sornewhere out there, much
nearer and much shar7,-)er than all the others ? Listen
There it is again quite clearly. - Oh, bless the Mist, why
does it not clear ! " For all I knew they might be German
guns .arrived on the outskirts of Dunkirk.
•
The new gun bathed away. Another gun of similar
bark added its voice, then another, then another. There
continued an page '268
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Canadians Answer the Signal on the Somme
Canadian Official Photographs

It is difficult to contemplate any impression of soldiers
" going over the top" without being moved to admira—
t" on of the couragethat impels them towards the enemy
through a veritable hell of gun fire.

The last men to leave the trenches. Inset The whistle for th3 advan c e has sounded. Before our artillery has lifted, the infantry fixes
bayonets and moves forward. The supreme moment of each man's life has struck, but no sign of anxiety seems visible in the
express i ons or attitudes of these splendidly disciplined fighters.
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ON THE ROAD TO CALAIS
were many guns all barking in a new place. To be up
here on the tower and able to see nothing was tantalising
beyond words. Summoning all my patience, I waited.
And suddenly the mist cleared, a new wind from the east
blew it away. y I could see it trundling over the waves in
great rolls like blankets, coiled blankets being rolled across
a floor. The distant mist thinned, too, and through it now
came sharp flashes, each of them a stab of white flame,
followed by a boom that showed it to be the flash of a gun.
The flashes seemed to be coming out of the very sea itself—
from what source I could not see. - But clearer and clearer
became the air, and at last, faintly, and then more clearly,
one could make out three of the queerest-looking little craft
you could ever think to set eves upon.
They were squat and flat, like the little boats that boys
sometimes make out of a piece of board. So low in the
water did they look from my tower-top as to seem no more
than floating decks with funnels and masts stuck on them.
And -every time their guns fired the jets of white flame
seemed to issue from the water itself.
The old watchman rushed into his shelter, and emerged
with a prehistoric telescope, which he passed to me. Steadying-itagainst the corner turret of the tower, I got the ships
focused. - They were banging away at something on the
shore; at what; one could not see, for they were too -far
away.. But unmistakable among their masts flew flags
bearing the brave little red cross on a white ground—the
Cross of St. George and Great Britain.
British Monitors at Work
I nearly dropped the telescope in delight. " Bravo, mon
vieux ! " I exclaimed to the old man. " They are British
ships of war, and they are havino- a smack at the BocheS ! "
.Leaving .the .old one to finish bhis hornpipe of - joy alone, I
hurried down the tower, found a conveyance driven by
soldier friends which was bound for Fumes, and before
many minutes I was dashing alone, the Furnes road in the
hope of getting a nearer view of those little ships and their
work. "At Adinkerke I left the main road, and hurried on
foot up a little road towards the sea past the village of
La Panne. And here from the seashore I watched those
little boats spurting lead in half tons at the shore from
points opposite Nieuport and Westende.
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They were the British monitors Mersey, Humber, and
Severn.- The Germans had been coming down the coast
road from Ostend. Men, bag and baggage had been filing
along this road in solid mass. The ships' gunners were
now planting shell after shell right among them. Details]. learnt later. The German column was smashed up with
the first handful of shots.
And the three little ships were cruising at full speed,
mostly parallel to the shore, but zigzagging about so as not
to offer a steady mark for any German gun. I. could see
the white feathers of water and spray at each fore-foot.
They fired as they went.
The Coast Road Blocked
That day they stopped the rush on Calais and Dunkirk.
Great shell-holes in the road alone, made further progress
impossible for the Germans:. The following day the
monitors were joined by other ships of alhsizes, one so. big
that she had to stand a few miles off shore to find water
enough ; another so little that every time she, fired her one
and only gun the little ship jumped half out of the water.
This ship, I believe, was a small dockyard ship, the Buzzarch
She happened to have had a big gun fitted for. some
demonstration purposes, and when the call came for loW.draught ships to bombard the Flanders coast'the.Buziat4,trailing her big gun over her stern, had " chipped
the rest and scurried across the- water. How she got 00.
the water and how her crew of bluejackets managedltb
work her is not known. Her work must be added to the
long list of daring British enterprises.
Soon the Germans got shore batteries posted to reply.to.
those guns from the sea. They got one or two shots
home," one of which took a ship under the bridge, killing,
the officer in charge and some fourteen men all at once.
But those German military batteries were no real match
for the British sea gunners. The Germans had to send
for naval gunners before they could hope for success. And
before those gunners could do much good their batteries
were smashed to bits, the guns put out of action.
The Germans had to give up that coast road to Furnes
and Calais. It did not pay. They have been trying to find
a new road ever since. They will not find it now. But
how well it is that those three little British ships came
along that day !
Next article : Getting te the Front

ON THEIR WAY TO LESBIDEUFS.—Striking camera impression by the French official photographer of an interesting scene dur'ng
the Franco-British advance on the Samme. These British troops are seen entering the roomy motor-waggons which whirled thorn
away to the action which resulted ire the capture and occupation by the Allies of the strcnoly-fortified village of Lesboeufs.
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British Naval Men

A story which rccal!s the romance of the naval expedition from
the Thames, through Equatorial Africa, to Lake Tangany:ka is
that of Commander Locker—Lampson's journey with h.s con—
tingent of armoured—cars to the Caucasus. The whole expedition
was held up last winter in the Arctic ice. In the spring it

The War Illustrated, 4th 21-orember, 1916.

Honour in the Caucasus

proceeded to Russia, and, travelling from the north to the
extreme south of the Tsar's realm, found its way to the Caucasian
front, where it d stinguished itself fighting the Turks and Kurds
in the mountain passes. Commander Locker—Lampson and
several of his men have been the rec:n:ents of Russian honours,
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Prussian Poison Shells Explode Near the Parapet
Official Ph 310graPhS

Volumes of poison—laden smoke, lit here and there by tongues of fire. Remarkable near impression of two German gas—shells exploding
within a few yards of the Canadian tines. The foreground has been churned up by similar projectiles.

Replenishing their stock of shells. An ammunition waggon just arrived at a British roadside battery. Guns are in action from each
side of the road and some are hidden in the thick brushwood.
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Germany's Irreplaceable Wastage in Guns

Canadians testing a German machine—gun which they had captured.
(Canadian Government copyright reserved.)

Digging out a captured Garman howitzer somewhere on the
Somme front. (Official photograph.)

the German Somme front there has been
ONanxiety
among generals as to waste of guns.
Two Army Oalers addressed to the troops of Von
Gallwitz and Von Below have been found, insisting
on economy in material, and deploring carelessness
responsible for the breakage of gun-tubes. The
German Minister of War has even' stated that an
increase in the supply of cannon is no longer possible.
Since the great Somme offensive began the enemy
have lost a large number of guns, and the photo,,, , raphs on this page illustrate but a few of the weapons
that have fallen into British hands.
01y guns and shells will win this war, but it
must not be imagined from the two Army Orders
that there is actually a famine in material behind
the German lines. '1 licy are only significant of a
certain uneasiness prevailing as to future supply,
but this is gratifying when one realises that, though
it has taken two years, the Allies are now vastly
superior to the foe in ordnance, munitions, and—of
COUrS2-111011CV.

A few of the Germanguns captured by the British in the great battle. Inset One corner of the brickyard at Montauban after th e British
artillery had finished with it, The enemy regarded this position as impregnable, bu,it was absolutely pulverised.
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Highlanders at the Butts Huns at the Shaft
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Travelling water-butts on the western front. A perfect network of light railways covers the whole area of operations for conveying
supplies of all kinds to the troops and for carrying the wounded. (Official photograph.)

Germans hauling water out of a m'ne shaft. Down below miners are driving a tunnel towards the British lines which they intend to
m'ne. Many of these tunnels descend on a steep gradient thirty feet below the surface, and the miners face actual danger of drowning.
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Bringing Back a Trophy from High Wood

'="••ArY.•?-1,1c7.—A°1.4,r •
Bringing back a captured German gun from High Wood. In the first eleven weeks of the Somme advance the British captured
one hundred and nine guns, besides two hundred and twenty—three machine—guns, and the tally grows. (Official photograph.)

A French 4,8 in. gun battery. The long range and great shell power of these weapons permit of their being dispersed in batteries,
and even in sections of two guns, along the front of an army without forfeiting the power of concentrating their fire on any point.,
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German Prisoners 'At Home' in Southampton

Interesting scenes are witnessed when German prisoners of war arrive preparatory to being distributed among the various detention
camps in the country. The photograph on the left shows a batch of prisoners marching into the camp, and (right) a game of cards.

ashing—day at the camp, and (right) a prisoner reading an English newspaper to a comrade. The smiling faces are in striking
contrast to the emaciated expressions revealed by photographs of British prisoners at Wittenberg and Ruhleben.

Prisoners carrying food for their comrades, and (right) another glimpse of washing—day. Clean and well fed, these men are Britain's
reply to the ill—treatment and starvation, to which prisoners of war in Germany have been subjected at Wittenberg and other camps.
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BATTLE PICTURES Oe GREAT WAR
iv The Fight for the Warrens ri &I/LxPemberton
HE week ending October 14th. was for the most part latterly than the fine shooting of the British artillery, and
quiet upon the western front. The Saturday, how- its reputation did not suffer upon this occasion. A good deal
ever, witnessed two pretty little battles, which in their it is true, we owed to our aeroplanes, which never had done
effect were as important as anything done recently in the better work.
neighbourhood of Thiepval. We took both the Schwaben
Very early in the morning, we are told, the sky was alive
and the Stuff Redoubts upon that occasion, and took them with the daring airmen who have long since ceased to pay
with a loss which was inconsiderable. They were the very any attention to the Huns' attack,- and are grown as bold
last of the really formidable subterranean fortresses between as the warriors of the fables. Happily, the weather
our front and Bapaume, and their possession has given our favoured them from the outset. There had been much
artillery a domination which is unquestionable. Hence- rain earlier in the week, but the Saturday was a fair day
forth our powers of obserVation are supreme. The redoubts of a typical autumn. A cloudless sky showed a sun which
alone had qualified them these many days.
shone brightly upon the desolation of No 1\lan's Land,
To understand rightly the import of this success, a contour while a gentle wind made trick-flying necessary, but not
map is necessary. We all know by this time that we have dangerous—conditions which favoured the airman.
fought for and won a-position upon a ridge which the German
Wings of Splendid Valour
Staff chose deliberately after the Battle of the Marne as the
No longer, we may remark, is that brave fellow content
strongest it could find between the French and the Belgian
plains. Beyond the ridge there is no other elevation of a Merely to take a flight over the enemy's lines and to signal
similar height between us and Cambrai—none with an to the artillery which is watching him, He has himself
altitude of 50o feet, which this attains, and none which become a combatant. Daringly he swoops down like some
offers such unique opportunities of subterranean fortifica- ravenous eagle upon the Germans hunched in their trenches.
tion. Everywhere from the summit, by Schwaben, the Nothing for many miles behind the line is safe while such
an intrepid adventurer is on the wing. He will attack a
ground slopes down toward Bapaume.
railway siding with a sang-froid which is matchless ; swoop
Great Guns on the Heights
upon a regiment marching, and scatter it headlong ; face a
The Valley of the Ancre is below Thiepval, upon our park of artillery and defy the gunners to tough him.
extreme left. Our centre shows a rolling decline from High Some, unhappily, pay with their lives the penalty of this
Wood through Flers and Gueudecourt. Upon the right daring, but the terror they inspire is not to be estimated in
there is the high ground beyond Ginchy and the more words, and the services they are rendering us are priceless.
The air was full of them on the morning of Saturday, and
favourable inclination towards the Bapaume Road. In the
old days an army which won the complete possession of our fellows below watched them with an admiration which
this range of heights would have descended upon its enemy was natural. They themselves" were waiting for the signal
with a momentum which might have been irresistible. to be up and out, and waiting with that expectancy they
To-day it is not for the purpose of a massed attack that we have often described for us. To men bunched in a trench,
have fought the fierce battles of the summit, but for the with Ion," hours of delay before them, time is an enemy
°
indeed. Nothing
matters but the work they have in hand.
domination of the artillery of which I have already spoken.
Thiepval itself, as we know, lies upon the height of the They are like lightly-clad runners who shiver at the post
ridge, but is in a hollow. Beyond it the ground rises for until the word for the race is given, bait who shiver with
some thousand yards to the very summit of the range. It impatience rather than with fear. The perils of the
was upon this summit that the Germans had entrenched intervening hours may then be realised, even by the bravest.
themselves in the Schwaben Redoubt. Here their old first- We do not hurl these countless shells upon the German
line trench used to run, and they have used that trench for lines without a quick reply, and just as the British eye can
many months as one of the high-roads to their labyrinth. follow the flame and smoke of the devastation upon tae
The redoubt itself appears to have been of extraordinary :enemy line, so- may hostile eyes witness it in our oa-n.
strength. It was a maze of pits and cellars ; its surface Great guns hurl their monstrous projectiles, and those in
broken and pock-marked with shells, while below it there the trenches hear them bursting all about.
was a series of subterranean works which were almost as
Bombs Ready and Bayonets ;Fixed
remarkable as those of Combles.
The redoubt covered an area, the " Times " tells us, of
Here and there a shot will fall into the trench itself, and
nearly 700 yards in its longest diameter. We have been the stretcher-bearers will creep forward and their ghastly
for some time in possession of the greater part of its western burdens be carried gently to the rear. In the main, howtrenches, but the enemy has clung desperately to the ever, the shells across the Schwaben did us little damage,
entrenched positions upon the north. So, despite .our success and already our men began to understand what artillery
along the whole ridge from Thiepval to Combles, he has domination was meaning to them. There was no such
still been able to hamper the sure advance upon Bapaurne wild firing as this at Guillemont or Trones, or even in
and has maintained at the crest an artillery observation- Leuze Wood. Then the Germans were masters of the
pos`rt with the greatest advantage to him. This Sir Douglas ridge ; theirs was the advantage, ours the stern task of
Hai, determined finally to destroy on the morning of assaulting lines so advantageous.
OCtober r4th not only the Schwaben, but beyond it, a
We suffered, then, comparatively little by shell fire before
thousand yards farther on to the east, its twin brother, the the Schwaben, and our men were in high spirits enough
Stuff Redoubt, whose defences were almost as formidable.
when the afternoon brought the long-expected order to
advance. Now the bombers made ready and the bayonets
Wonderful Artillery and Infantry Co-operation
were fixed. This was not to be any orderly fight of mass
This appears to have been a very pretty little battle. against mass, regiments advancing here, platoons there, to
We began, of course, with an inevitable and truly terrible objects clearly perceived. Schwaben, they tell us, was like
bombardment. From quite early in the day the great guns a human warren, Our men burst into the labyrinth and
behind the British lines were concentrating upon the instantly found themselves looking for the enemy whom
Schwaben and the Stuff, and put a barrage between them the cellars had swallowed up. We knew that the 'loth
which must have been singularly destructive to the Hun and rink Bavarian Regiments were holdim, the place, but
them out.
reinforcements groping along their battered trenches. So few of them we saw until the bombs had fetched
b
'Then came the duels a outrance—fierce fights apart and
close were our troops to this barrage of fire that the greatest
confidence in our own gunners was needed to maintain individual scraps ; man hunting man out of touch with his
them there. But nothing has been more remarkable
[Codtinuect 6”2
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I Ceaseless Pageant of British Gun-Power on
British Official

the Mud-Clogged Ridges of the Somme
Photographs

Forward, artillery! Great British gun shrouded with a tarpaulin labouring
up an incline behind twelve powerful horses on the devastated front.

Transport mulcs floundering in a sea of mud, one of the additional difficulties
engineered by the weather clerk.

Even twelve Shire thorougbreds and twenty brawny arms experience no little
difficulty in hauling the heavy weapon to the front through a Somme quagmire.

The gun, having arrived at its new point on the front, is swung round into position, and will soon be pounding a way for
an infantry advance. The gunners' dugout is seen on the right of this illustration.

Up to the advanced dressing—station by light railway. Medical stores for
the Somme front arriving on an improvised truck.
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means done with it. Machine-guns would appear suddenly
THE FIGHT FOR THE WARRENS I r„;,d.2cr
,in some crater where they had not been ten minutes prefellows ; bayonet exercise in dark places—a very hue-and- viously. Snipers hid themselves in any odd crevice and
cry in the bowels of the earth. So successful was it that opened fire upon any unsuspecting group they saw
we had three hundred prisoners before the night had near by.
fallen. Our losses were returned as comparatively light.
There were sudden sorties from deep cellars, resurrecWe heard again of the splendid behaviour of the new troops ; tions of men who had come like moles from the depths of
of acts of individual daring which have become common- the earth—new and violent attacks when all was thought
place. Finally, we had to record the complete success to be over. With these we wrestled for many hours.
of this pretty operation which gave us the Schwaben, and Going stealthily from pit -to pit, the bombers hurled their
the final mastery of the ridge.
grenades and waited, as Tommy would put it, for the
The Stuff Redoubt proved to be an easier job. There had groans. No depth was left unexplored ; no dark place
been tenacious fighting a-t. the Schwaben, but in the Stuff was passed until it had been searched with powder. Tothe bayonet prIyved irresistible. Correspondents have told day we hold Schwaben firmly, and the Germans are paying
us that these were not the Germans we fought at Ginchy the price of their defeat. There must be hundreds of them
and Combles, and certain it is that the readiness to throw buried down there in the pits they dug nearly two
up the hands and cry " Kamerad ! " was greatly to the years ago.
taste of our fellows. Here again we have evidence of the
We took four hundred prisoners altogether on the 14th,
terrible effects of that ceaseless bombardment of the -and suffered little by way of counter-attack until the
German lines which our guns have undertaken since Sunday. The weather broke for a spell after we had:conJuly ist.
cluded this successful advance, and the night of the z5tl
It may be true to say that the moral of the Boche is still was pitch black and rainy. Some sort of a massed German
magnificent upon occasion, but that vast numbers of his attack, which was instantly broken, was the only event
troops are shaken, no sane judge can doubt. Soldiers give of the Sabbath. But as usual the night brought the ceaseus the most diverting anecdotes of some of these stricken less flashes of fire upon the horizon and the booming message
warriors. We hear of men running as hard as they can, of the artillery which never rests. All this means that we
bayonets at their backs, their hands waving like the fins of have consolidated the position of Schwaben and are moving
a walrus, and their cries for mercy rending the very air. the great machine forward for the next act in this colossal
Some-of them creep forward on their knees, that there shall drama.
be no, mistake about it. And yet they are treacherous to
Our Ally Victorious at Sailly
the last, and when we had taken Schwaben we had by no
'Upon our right the French have not been less busy. The
seizing of Sailly is a great event. There is, says a French
expert, but a gap of the fifth part of a mile between the
German line about Feronne and the River Somme, and even
the High Command must begin to think their position
precarious. Sailly has made it more so, and at a surprisingly little cost. It was a bitter fight, and remarkable for
the tenacity with which the Huns resisted the brilliant dash
of our allies.
Unlike many of the other villages, which are but dust
upon the desert's face, Sailly showed the remnants of
houses, each one of which had long since been a fortress.
Here the French fought in the old style, as formerly they
fought at Bazeilles in the terrible days of " 70. We
follow the fearful melee in what once were streets ; the
vomit of fire from the sheltered walls ; the rattle as of sticks
upon a railing when the machine-guns opened up ; the shrieks
of men whom the bayonets caught7---above all, the thunder
of the cannon that sent their shells high above the village
and devastated with their barrage the regiments that were
coming up.
They call it an important action in Paris, and we may
believe them. Day by day the great machine goes forward
—now swiftly as a runner ; again creeping as a snail—but
irresistibly always towards that goal upon which the eyes of
its masters are set.

\

A "SCOTCH EXPRESS" IN FLANDERS. Light railway engine constructed from parts of a broken—down automobile.
Inset : Conveying rails to lengthen the transport line just behind the British front. (Official ohotographsj
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PracticalWomanhood in War-time Pursuits

' Coas at the headquarters of the Scottish Women's Hospital on
the Serbian front tasting a stew of their own making.

A fair bugler of the Scottish Women's Hospital installed
at the Serbian front.

At the wheel of a road—maker. A woman driving a steam—
roller on the Cornish roads.

Some of the British Red Cross nurses who were decorated by the
King at a recent heroes, investiture at Buckingham Palace.

Charity in the name of the Red Cross. A French nurse collecting
alms in a first—class railway carriage at a Paris terminus.
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King Tino's Legion Lost in the Fatherland

Members of the Greek army corps at Gorlitz. Caught between the allied and
enemy lines at KavaIla, they allowed themselves to be interned in Germany
rather than break neutrality. Right: Greeks marching through Gorlitz.

Leaving the railway station at Gorlitz to be the "guests" of the
Fatherland until the end of the war.

Colonel Karakallos, of the, interned troops,
walking with a German officer at Gorlitz.

E ntrance to the Greek camp at Gorlitz, where a number of Tin
soldiers are interned behind the sign which reads "Welcome'.

Some of the Greek officers outside the barracks at Gorlitz. The King of Greece has
asked for the return of his legion (25,000 men) in vain.

Pad
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Greek Army Corps to Fight With the Allies

The 1st Battalion of the Greek Volunteers with their regimental colours and their Pope. One complete army corps of Volunteers was
ready to take the field in October, fully equipped and eager to co—operate with the contingents from the Allied Powers already
represented in the Salonika Expeditionary force.

General Zimbrabakis (in centre with hand uplifted) in conversation with some of the officers after reviewing a body of Greek Volunteers.
General Zimbrabakis was appointed Minister of War in the new Provisional Govelnment by lM. Venizelos when that patriotic statesman
definitely cast in his lot with the Allies.

6 ; NrY .4,k5af

THE CRUCIBLE OF VICTORY.—Interior cf on, of tha vast works that have been
established in Italy forth° production of guns and munitions of war, showing a crucible of molten
metal for big gun manufacture. In common with Great Britain and all the Allies, Italy

suffered from shortage of guns and shells when she first entered the war, but by almost
superhuman energy she repaired her situation in this respect, as Austria learned to her cost
in the great artillery duels of the Trentino and the Cared,

hi

TOLD BY THE RANK AND FILE

WITH THE GUARDS AT COURCELETTE
BY SERGEANT T. RUFFORD, COLDSTREAM GUARDS
, no means the least brilliant part
of the operations subsequent to
the " big push " was that played
by the Guards at Cource.lette.
The night before we attacked we
were marched up to the trenches, with
our band playing " The British Grenadiers." The boys were humming
the tune under their breath, and later
on whistling it. There wasn't much
singing ; the old strains gave one a tight
'feeling about the chest and-a constant
succession of lumps in the throat.
We knew well in advance that we
were going to charge next day, if
there was any chance of doing so, and
we fully intended to show the reginients
who followed us that we hadn't forgotten our old traditions.
And in the morning we went over
the parapet in line, with bayonets
fixed, and a determination to either
slice up the Huns in front or be sliced
up ourselves. One could see cold determination in the eyes of the lads.

B

Charge of the Guards
Before we had gone two hundred
yards we came under the enfilade fire
of massed- machine-guns. We were
swept and raked by rifle and machinegun fire from all directions—except
behind—and the shells fell thick and
fast all around us.
For the next
quarter
of a mile the blast of the
_
hring was enough to have stopped an
express train, but it didn't stop us.
Men fell in dozens, but the ranks
remained unbroken, for as the gaps
were made so the men closed up.
The wounded did not shout and
groan and yell with pain ; they simply
rolled over on their stomachs—those
who could move at all and cheered
the rest of us on. It was " Get at 'em I
Shake 'em up I " from all the poor
chaps who caught it early in the
charge.
We went on at full speed, rushing as
fast as possible; and yet slow enough
to preserve an unbroken line over
that shell and bullet swept ground.
And as we went, out of the crumpled
earth grey-clad Germans rose and
fled - in terror at our approach.
They knew from the way we went on
that -we were determined to win
through, and they expected no quarter
whatever from us. So they went—
quickly. "
Then, all of a sudden, we came
across the remains of a trench, full of
the enemy, and it was here that they
tried -to give us our first check. They
were desperate men, and they fought
hard, knowing that it was either they
or we to go under. They fired rifles off
while they were almost touching our
lads ; they slung bombs into us as fast
as they could.
Down went our bayonet points—we
hadn't fired a single round up to now
and we gave them the cold, white
steel for their red fire. They carried
on, serving their machine-guns, which

were enfilading us from both sides ;
they fought like fiends, and refused to
surrender. And all the time you could
hear the swish of the steel and the
dull thud as the rifle muzzle met a
breast-bone, together with the hoarse
cry as the man at the right end of
the rifle pulled his steel out.
Every man of our side got his man,
and lots of the lads got more than their
fair share. I have -an idea that seven
Boches fell to my toothpick, and I
know that when at last this bloody
hour was over My arms ached as
though they were bruised.
Rout of the Enemy
The enemy didn't stop in the
battered trench to fight, either. They
came out into the open, and we fought
them body to body, hand to hand—
stabbing, hitting with the clenched fist,
even wrestling.
And then, while we fought in this
primitive manner, there went up such
a shout behind us that it seemed to
drown the thunder of the guns. It
was the reinforcements cominr, up
behind us to take their part. - 0Eficets
and men, doctors and stretcher men,
even the artillery observers joined in
that yell, and the note of admiration
in it made us all the more determined
to show what stuff we were made of.
The enemy had thought he was in
sufficient numbers to stop us, but he
hadn't reckoned on our fighting like
we did. It was the steel that he didn't
like ; and just after the other regiments
mingled in the fun, the Boches realised
they'd had enough. As if by a preeoncerted signal, they turned and fled
like rabbits,
Then a voice that we all knew and
loved sent us off after the Huns at top
speed.
The Germans who could not escape
and who surrendered we packed off
to the rear in a trice. We didn't trouble
about giving them any escort, we just
turned them towards our reserves, told
them to run, and they went at the
gallop, glad to have a rest. They
had fought well, but they didn't want
any more.
Three Notable Incidents
The chase and the fight went on
till past noon, and in the afternoon as
well. Germans rose from mysterious
shell-holes and picked off individual
men. One of the lance-corporals of
my platoon fought a steady duel with
one Boche. They fired three rounds
each, at sixty yards range, and alternately. The Bavarian sniper loosed off
first, then while he was loading the
lance-corporal fired; and at the third
attempt he got his opponent through
the head.
One shell burst at the feet of the
officer commanding my half-company.
He rolled over and went' down to the
bottom of a shell-hole. About three
minutes afterwards he got out again
and came up to MC,

" Hallo ! he said. " Are you killed,
too ? "
I stared at him,
" Not yet, sir," I said. " Why ? !`'
" You're not ? " he said in amaze—
ment,
But I am, aren't I ? "
" You don't look like it, sir," r
answered.
Well, that's funny ! " he replied.
" I don't seem able to feel anything,
and I certainly can't hear -the shellsand the guns firing, though I can .heax
you speaking."
-He was stone-deaf to gun fire, though
he could hear orders and conVerSatiork:
right ; and he came home to
hospital in " Flighty" after the scrap,
though he hasn't got a single scratch.
Then, suddenly, we were told that.
the troops on the right had been held
up, and that our Rank was " in the
air." So we decided to di," ourselves in'
where we were, and to hold
''' on to the.
ground we had captured. Here one of
our officers would constantly get out
of his cover and race over to the
German trench, fire off the rounds in
his revolver, bash a few Germans With;
his stick, and then race back again.
After he'd done this five times he got.
caught with a bullet, but we could' see
him lying on the ground and sniping.
at ten yards range with ins revolver.
Mickey's Daring Feat
Guard a big, herculean chap-didn't like to see him lying there,". so,
he went over and picked him up. - A.
machine7gun in the German trench
played bullets all round him as he
-came back, but they didn't score a . .
single hit. Mickey was annoyed, however, and swore he'd get even.
So, when he'd deposited the wounded
officer . in a shell-hole, he jumped over .
the parapet again, and with his
bayoneted rifle in his hand went for.
that machine-gun.- He shot two of
the gunners from the hip as he ap-.
proached, bayoneted a third, and
clumped the fourth with his fist. Then
he picked up the gun, stand and
cartridge-belt and all, turned it round,
and sprayed the remainder of the
bullets down the German trench. This
done, he chucked it over his shoulder,
and brought it back across that bulletswept fifty yards of ground, and at
last he got the gun into his trench.
He delivered it personally to the officer
of his company.
" Here y'are, sir," he said, with a
grin. " Ye'd better look after it, or
them thievin' Grenadiers will be after,
.
claiming it."
He fell ten minutes later, shot
through the head by a sniper. And so all day and all night we lay
in the hastily-dug trenches, holding on,
beating back counter4ttacks, and
cheering each other up as best we could.
We'd lost a large number of men—
but we had not had a single one taken
prisoner. Our artillery at length eased
the pressure on us, and we sent out
patrols for the night to prevent
surprises and counter-attacks, Food
was brought up to us, and, as the great
shells whistled over our heads, we lay
down and slept the sleep of the victorious fighting man, which is sound,
and sweet.
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Under the French Ensign in the Mediterranean

On board a French destroyer off the coast of As!a. Minar. Inset:
A gun on one of the Mediterranean islands row held by the Allies.
On October 11th Admiral du Fournet, in the interests of the
Allies, took charge of the Greek Fleet and Pirmus batteries.

Touchrng evidence of the rcvorent core bestowed upon the graves of men who have died on active serv;c3 abroad for their country.
French sailors cleck .ng with the Tr:colour ribbon end with palms a ccmrade's grave on one of the Mediterranean islenCs.
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The Only Argument Against the Pirates' Torpedo

Arms and the mercantile marine. Protected guns on a British
liner. Inset: A breech view of a strong argument against U boats.

Heavy gun mounted in the stern of a large liner lying in a New York harbour. Piracy has given the most peacefully—relined Trans— _
atlantic liner a bellicose turn. and the U boat only attacks her (marry at considerable

risk•
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" DOING 7 .HEIR BI7 "

LONDON AMBULANCE COLUMN
By a Member
TT is by the cruelty rather than the
glory of war that a Red Cross
orderly is most impressed as he
handles the men who have been brought
home broken in battle. And yet he
sees some of the glory, toe—glory of spirit
unbroken by suffering. Oa the forehead
'of some of these men the perspiration of
!agony stands in great beads, but in their
eyes is a light which speaks of the
_unconquerable soul. Their cheerful courage,
'their brave smile, their gratitude for the
care bestowed upon them, are rich reward
,for the service, both tiring and distressing,
.that he can render them.
When the war-cloud burst, the British
Red Cross Society, with remarkable
adaptability, set in motion its elaborate
and effective machinery, so that the
various Voluntary Aid Detachments of
.London were brought into use for meeting the ambulance trains arriving in
London. The system has undergone
some modifications since, whereby a
composite body, comprising representatives of the London detachments, numbering about goo, has been organised
into the " London Ambulance Column."
:The men have first-aid and home-nursing
qualifications, are ineligible for military
service, and must be prepared to be
called from business during two days of
each week.
Instructions by Telephone
The Column is divided into three, so
that ioo are responsible for detraining
the wounded at the stations and unloading the ambulances at the hospitals on
two days a week, and also do duty on one
Sunday in three. When a train is expected we receive a telephone message
at our business house, giving the station
and time of the train and instructions to
report at the station at least fifteen
minutes before the train is due, in order
to prepare the stretchers. On Sundays

we remain at our headquarters, and
are sent from there to our various
duties.
We, of course, - feel the effect in
London of the " offensive," sometimes
haying as much as twenty-two and
twenty-four hours of continuous work,
with, perhaps, a break of an hour or two
when we have curled up on a platform
seat and slept. The wonderful cheerfulness and fortitude of the patients are
the stimulating tonic which enables us to
continue the Red Cross work. It involves a great strain, both physical and
mental, but when one sees the stoical
manner in which the wounded bear themselves, fresh vigour is imparted to us, and
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we feel almost ashamed of any temporary
weakness.
Great care has to be exercised in the
handling of the patients, but I do not
think there has been a single accident
while the work of removal from the trains
to the hospital wards has been in progress, and many thousands of cases have
been dealt with. The work must of
necessity be done expeditiously as well
as carefully, for some of the wounded
have come direct from the firing-line,
while others have been perhaps two or
three days in the base hospital; but in
either case the journey has been a trying
experience, and it is a matter of the first
importance to get the men quickly into
bed.
From the moment they were picked
up wounded until they are landed safe
in hospital here they have continually
been " moved ore - First they were
passed through the base hospital, then
by ambulance to the station in France,
then a train journey to the part of embarkation,- the passage across, then the
train journey to London, the transfer
from the train to the ambulance, and
eventually the final unloading at "tlee
hospital. With what a pathetic sigh of
relief do they lie down in the Epotles ;
beds
At last they can lie quiet without
fear of further movement.
It is rather amusing to see the openedmouth interest with which the other
patients in the ward watch the new
arrivals ; they seem to have forgotten
that it was quite recently that they were
carried in themselves.
Stretcher Difficulties
In some private hospitals it is rather
a work of art to navigate the awkward
staircases, for it is no easy or simple
matter to carry a loaded stretcher up
two or three flights of narrow staircase,
with sharp turns and small landings
but the patients recognise the difficulty
and are so appreciative of the care shown
to them that they even apologise lo:
being so heavy.
All of them are animated by a spirit
that is quite unquenchable. It is an
honour to minister to such men,

Lansdale horse ambulance, with platform lowered. C'n the richt: Horse leaving the ambulance. :By means of a reversible body the _
quadruped is always able to leave the ambulance by walking forward. Above : The ambulance, which is the invention of a British
private and was inspected by the King at Buckingham Palace, swinging round on its pivot to unload a horse.
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Picture Paragraphs of Martial Interest

One of the French official grocery shops on wheels , organised for the front to
protect soldiers from exorbitant prices of first—line profiteers. _

Lieut. Remington, trainer of horses, swimming
with an incorrigible " broncho."

Puetro Qucvetski, debonair fourteen—year—old Russian,
with a machine—gun battery at Salonika.

Orpheus up to date. !gorses, broken in by Lieut. Remington at Shrewsbury, listening
to a gramophone.

Hot and cold water and every convenience." A discovery in a
German dug—out.

" lci on parle Australian." Two handsome Anzacs greeting a
pretty French girl in a town behind the lines.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Capt. CHARLES NEVILLE,
Sherwood Foresters.

Capt. H. E. F. CREED,
South African Infantry.

Lieut. A. H. BROWN,
_South African Infantry.

14. H. H. C. WILLIAMSON,
Coldstream Guards.

Lieut. JOSEPH LAMB,
New Zealand Engineers,

Capt. C. H. WOOLLATT,
Queen's (R. W. Surreys).

Lt.-Col. A. J. B. ADDISON,
York & Lancaster Regt.

Capt. and Alit. G. R. LANE, Capt. Hon. R. P. STANHOPE, Capt. G. G. HERMON-HODGE
Coldstream Guards.
Grenadier Guards.
R.F.A.
rlaptaln Claud Humpston Woollatt was the second son of the late Randal Woollatt
‘---( and Mrs. Woollatt, of Hilton Hill, Surbiton. He was educated at Cheltenham
College, and joined the Army at the beginning of the war. His yoaneer brother, see.lieut. P. R. Woollatt, who was also in the Queen's (Royal West Surrey Regiment), was
tilled five weeks earlier.
Captain George Ronald Lane was the only son of Major-General Sir Ronald Lane. of
Carleton Hall, Saxmundham. Educated at Eton and Sandhurst, he was gazettcd to
the Coldstream Guards as second-lieutenant in 1913 ; he went to the front iii September,
1914, and was wounded at the Battle of the Aisne. Promoted captain in March. 1914,
and passed fit for active service, he went out again in August, and was killed in action on
September 15th. Captain Lane was a Page of Honour to King Edward Vii.
Captain the Hon. Richard Philip Stanhope, killed in action September 24th, was brother
of Earl Stanhope and heir-presumptive to the title. In 1914 he married Lady BeQ I le
Poer Trench, daughter of the Earl of Clanca,rty.
Lieutenant Joseph Lamb, New Zealand Engineers, had been with the N.7. forces
dace August 21st, 1914, and saw service in Egypt. Gallipoli, and France. He w as
mortally wounded on his twenty-fourth birthday, and died the following day.
Sec.-ljeut. T. 0. Whitlock, Northumberland Fusiliers. was son of Mr. T. T. Whitlock.
of Nottingham. He was attached to the Tyneside Scottish as Lewis-gun officer, and was
killed in action on August 24th.

Lieut. M. M. GRONDIN,
Canadian Infantry.

Lieut. H. M. HIRTZEL,
South African Infantry.

Lt. and Adjt. W. E. DAVY,
Cheshire Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. G. THOMSON.
Sec.-Lieut. N. L. GIDDY,
See.-Lt. G. V. NOAKS,
Argyll & Sutherland Highrs.
Northamptonshire Regt.
Northamptonshire Regt.
portrai4.5 by TValter Barnett, Elliott & Fry, Hills & Saunders, Lafayette, and Stralee.

Lt.-Col. C. P. MURTEN,
West Yorks Regt.

Lieut. C. P. COTTON,
Canadian Artillery,

Lieut. R. B. THORBURN,
South African Infantry.

Lieut. J. 0. LATER,
Machine-Gun Corps.

Sec.-Lt. T. 0, WHITLOCK,
Northumberland Fusiliers.

11th November, 1916.

A PICTURE - RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air. Edited by J. A. HAMMERTON

CHOICE OF WRVS.—Bulgaria has adopted poison—gas shells, with the result that even despatch—riders have to wear gas helmets
when passing through shelled villages. This photograph, taken at Salonika, shows two R.E. cyclists discussing the safest road to
Brigade Headquarters. (British official photograph.)
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AT HAS HAPPENE IN U A IA?
By Dr. James Murphy
Cr-HE thoughts of most earnest followers of the war are to-day anxiously turned to the course of events
lJ in the invaded territory and along the north-western frontier of our newest ally, Rumania. When
Rumania came into the way, less than three months ago, there was a feeling, originated by some of her
own leaders, that her accession to the cause of civilisation would shorten the war by six months. Her
initial victories seemed easy and important; but quickly the situation changed, and her .retreats under
Austro-German pressure brought disappointment where hope had been high. The whole position in
Rumania is, however, very obscure to the average British reader, and the Editor of ME WAR ILLUSTRATED has therefore invited Dr. James Murphy, the eminent correspondent, whose knowledge of
allairs in Italy and the Balkans is exceptional and whose intimacy with the trend of foreign opinion
enables hint to es-plain the Political significance of events, to contribute the following article, in which
there is much to reassure us and to encouraae the hope that the course of the hostilities in Rumania may
soon bring confidence in their ultimate issue.
HE dramatic and well-advertised success of the Turtukai, Mackensen turned eastward into the Dobruja.
Germans in the Dobruja made a rather premature I do not know that there are any grounds for supposing
impression on the public mind. The country was that the objective of this attempt to encircle on a wide
practically unknown, and the stretch over which the scale was the Cernavocla Bridge.
Russo-Rumanians were compelled to retreat looked forIt is much more probable that the German commander
midable on paper. But when one considers the matter was seeking for a strategic victory on the grand style.
calmly, the success of the enemy appears in a much more If he could bring about a dislocation of the Rumanian
subdued light. It remains to be seen whether Mackensen's forces, by attracting large bodies of defensive troops
success in the Dobruja may not be a defeat in disguise.
into the Dobruja, he would weaken the pressure against
Too much importance must not be attached to the fall Falkenhayn, and thus give his companion a chance of
of Constanza or Cernavoda, or the capture of the railroad. piercing through the passes.
A large and well munitioned army of invasion will naturally
Germany's Plan of Attack
have the best of it in territory such as the Dobruja, unless
Very
strong
forces
would
be necessary to defend the
the defenders choose to employ very large forces and dig
themselves in. For there is no other method of defending artificial Rumanian frontier in a territory which offers no
the lowland between the last stretches of the Danube and natural advantages. But the Rumanians did not play the
the Black Sea. Writers have spoken of Traian's Wall, hand for which the German commander had called. Therewhere the Russo-Rumanians took their first stand, as if it fore his victory at Constanza and Cernavoda was dramatic
were a strong barrier against invaders from the south. It and spectacular rather than strategic.
If Mackensen cannot cross the Danube it would have
is no such thing. By abandoning it they were forced to
uncover Constanza and the railroad from there to Cerna- been better for the German cause had lie remained at
voda; but the town and country thus lost are of little value home. His long march, together with that of Falkenhayn,
to the enemy unless he can stay there long enough to has drawn out the already harassed Austro-German line
to an extra length of some seven hundred miles. There
replenish }xis granaries from next year's crop.
must needs be thinning somewhere. There was thinning
The Danube Barrier
at Verdun, followed by the sorest consequences. The
The Russo-Rumanian armies chose the Danube as their Austrians tried to thin on the Carso, but the Italians were
line of resistance ; and time will probably justify the so hot on their heels that the troops ordered to the Balkan
wisdom of their choice. The strategy is analogous to that area had to be recalled forthwith. These facts are eloquent
employed by Austria on the Plain of Friuli. The frontier proof that the eastern commanders cannot hope for heavy
line ran through the heart of the plain, practically as the reinforcements, and they have already suffered rather
Bulgar-Rumanian frontier does in the Dobruja, but seriously in the venture.
Austria made no stand in the lowland. She retired to the
But can the Bulgar-Turco-German forces cross the
Isonzo, and there held back the Italian armies for over a Danube ? And if so, where ? At Turtukai they have
twelvemonth. The Danube may not be as defensible as tried and failed ; they are now on its eastern bank at
the Isonzo, but as a natural defensive barrier it is superior Cernavoda. It is strange that so many writers have fallen
to the Rhine.
into the mistake of saying that they have won the bridgeOne must have a broad mental grasp of the map in order head. If that were so it would be a serious matter, but
to understand the present position of the Rumanian armies. it is not so ; for the simple reason that you cannot have
The Carpathians and Transylvanian Alps form two sides of a bridge-head on the side of the river where the main body
a right-angled triangle. Within the angle is Transylvania, of your army lies. The Rumanians have lost a bridgewhich is part of the Hungarian kingdom. Rumania lies head, but the Germans have not gained one, for a bridgeoutside the triangle, its inner frontier conterminous with head is a relative position. It is established either for
the sides. The Danube forms its outer frontier on the defence or attack on the opposite bank of a river, ravine,
south, south-east, and partly on the east.
or valley. It is an outpost line intended for purposes of a
If we liken the country to a boot, we shall perhaps get a stationary rear-guard or advance-guard action.
better idea of its defensibility from a military point of view.
Can Germany Cross the Danube?
The sole of the boot forms the Bulgarian frontier, the
Now, if the German advance-guards can cross the
Carpathians and the Transylvanian Alps are the instep,
the rear of the upper is formed by the last stretches of the Danube at Cernavoda and establish themselves firmly on
Danube. Running along the sole, from the toe inwards, the opposite bank, Mackensen will be in a position to say
the Danube cuts through the shoulder of the boot at that he has successfully carried out a manoeuvre of the
Turtukai and emerges above the heel at Galatz. The heel utmost military importance. The great bridge, however,
is the Dobruja. The Danube and mountains are therefore has been destroyed. Many of its piers and embankments
the natural defence, and the Dobruja is an unprotected must still remain, but to rebuild the structure so as to
make it capable of bearing heavy bodies of troops and
portion of outlying territory.
According to the German plan of attack, Falkenhayn large artillery trains is an impossibility so long as no
was to pierce the instep by cutting through the Transyl- covering outposts are on the opposite bank. If the
vanian Alps, while Mackensen cut through the shoulder of Rumanians arc here even in moderate strength, with a few
the boot at Turtukai, and crossed the Danube on his way well-served batteries, they can hinder the operation
to meet Falkenhayn, 'thus severing the territory at the indefinitely.
ankle joint. Neither the cue nor the other has been
At this point the river,'i h its marshy banks and
successful. Beaten in his attempt to advance beyond
fccvtinited
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In the Enemy's Trenches After an Advance
British Official Photographs

The language of pity is universal, and friend and foe are ever willing to help each other after a hard fight. This photograph shows a
Garman Red Cross bearer carrying a wounded Briton pickaback.

Enormous smoke cloud em.tted by a British gun in action. Such a quantity of smoke would be likely to disclose the position of the
weapon to the enemy, but these nuns, which move up and down the line on a rail track, are able to Shift their position after each shot.
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WHAT HAS HAPPENED IN RUMANIA? (''''
0)
)ase'.a'
lagoons, is _about nine miles across ; so that the ordinary
German artillery cannot cover it with a protecting curtain,
whereas the Rumanians can plump their shells into the
centre and near sections of the stream. Moreover, the
bed is deep and the current is swift, rendering the navigation of it with hastily-built pontoons a matter of supreme
difficulty. Not only that, but the project would require
an immense amount of prepared material, a large body of
skilful engineers, and troops of the very first order—an
equipment which the German commander probably does
not possess.
If he should attempt to choose another point for crossing,
the river will not offer any tempting inducements. Along
the whole Bulgar-Rumanian frontier there are no bridges
or open gaps which might suggest the possibility of a
crossing. From Cernavoda to the sea there is a wide
fringe of marshy land on the northern bank and the bed of
the river is wide and deep. It is probable, therefore,
that the invaders can do nothing better than to fortify
themselves in the Dobruja and protect Bulgaria.
Political Aspects of the Campaign
More interesting, and in many respects more enlightening, than the strictly military side of the campaign is the
political situation which has been responsible for it. I
have not seen this side of the question discussed in the
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General map of Rumania, showing the area of Mackensen's
operations in the Dobruja to the Danube at Cernavoda, and of.
Falkenhayn's advance from Transylvania.

Press, and I imagine that it will be of interest to the general
reader. It will also throw light on the reasons which led
the Rumanian Staff to adopt the present plan of campaign,
and it may go a long way towards answering some of the
criticisms which have been offered.
Why did the Rumanians decide to throw the main body
of their Army into Transylvania ? Why did they not
attack Bulgaria directly, thus forming a heavy hammer for
the Salonika anvil, or vice versa ? To answer these questions we had best ask another. Why did Germany decide
to weaken her line in other fields so that she might defend
the Hungarians in Transylvania. ? To this latter question
the answer is important. The heavy Austrian losses in
Volhynia and on the Italian front deprived the Dual
Monarchy of an adequate, defence against the new enemy.
On the eve of Rumanian intervention the Hungarian
Parliament clamoured loudly for the protection of Hungary.
According to the articles of unicrie, Hungary ought to have
control of her national militia; for purposes of territorial
defence. At the stormy sitting of August 24th Stephen
Rakowshy, one of the leaders of the popular party, declared
that a most critical moment in the nation's life was at
hand. Tisza was openly accused of having sacrificed
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Hungarian interests to Austro-German Imperial dreams.
" Tisza," said Count Szechenyci on September 3rd, " has
left Hungary open to the invader:' That Minister. replied that no help could be forthcoming from Austria,
because she was so sorely tried on all sides.
Hungary's Ultimatum to Her Allies
The Hungarians were then face to face with the sheer
necessity of saving their country from destruction. Rather
than endure invasion and see their land laid waste, the
popular party decided on a desperate alternative. Either
they must be guaranteed sufficient troops to protect them
or they would ask the Entente for terms of an independent
peace. Count Andrassy went to Vienna and to German
Headquarters. The message he brought was in the nature
of an ultimatum. Hungary would secede rather than see
the invader in Transylvania.
On Count Andrassy's return the popular party ceased
its clamourings. Hungary had received guarantees. Of
what nature were these ? One had not far to seek for an
answer ; for soon a great advertisement campaign calmed
the minds of the populace. Hindenburg was approaching
with 800,000 men. The cinemas showed pictures of the
German phalanx ; and the official communiqués, which
announced the approach of the Rumanians, added by way
of postscript the news that Gelman troops were arriving.
Into this setting we must place the change in the German
General Staff which brought about the retirement of
Falkenhayn and the official apotheosis of Hindenburg. At
that time it was generally supposed by outsiders that the
reason of Falkenhayn's retirement was due to the fact that
he had counselled a shortening of the western front. Being
in communication with reliable sources of information I
happened to know that the substitution of Hindenburg for
Falkenhayn had nothing to do with internal jealousies or
bickerings or recriminations in the German Staff. The
change was a surrender to -outside influences. Hindenburg as head of the General Staff was the official guarantee
that Germany would keep her promise with the Magyars.
In South Germany and Austria-Hungary and Bulgaria
Hindenburg is looked upon as the bulwark of the eastern
defence. He cares little for the western front.
Hindenburg Hungary's Hope
Both he and Mackensen have always confined their
interests to the east. Both contravened the wisdom of
the attack on Verdun, and it is generally said that
Hindenburg is anxious to shift the military centre of
gravity from the west. Anyhow, his appointment was
hailed in glowing terms by the Hungarian and Bulgar
Press. And in order to give assurance of her kindly interest Prussia showered honours thick and fast on Hungary
by sending Falkenhayn into Transylvania.
What has been said of Count Andrassy's mission is also
true of Tzar Ferdinand. The Bulgarians were in sore
straits and cried for help. To keep the road to the East
open, and save Germany's dream of Oriental expansion,
Mackensen was sent into the Dobruja ; to save the
Central Empires from internal disruption Falkenhavn
organised the defences of Transylvania.
We can now see the reasons for the swift thrust which
theRumanians made through the Transylvanian Alps.
Realising the critical condition of affairs in Hungary, they
felt that if they could once get a strong footing in the
country they might precipitate a political crisis and disrupt
the Central Powers. They are Latins, and have the traditional Latin eye for political effects. These considerations are stated here because they offset so many remarks
which have been made 'to the effect that in the Transylvanian. campaign Rumania was:ctuated not so much by
large motives envisaging the w-hole allied cause as by the
narrower political desire to redeem her own kith and kin.
If Rumania left the Dobruja not sufficiently defended it
must have been because she chase the Danube as her line
of defence while she struck north-westward ; or, perhaps,
she did not foresee the full striking power of Mackensen's
forces, or she may have expected that the pressure from
Salonika would be able to hold the Bulgars in check.
Anyhow, there is no reason far supposing that she made a
serious mistake, and those who follow closely the different
stages of the campaign will realise that the tactics of her
commanders have so far been sound.
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Brisk Business at the Y.M.C.A. Trench Buffet

The splendid work of the Y.M.C.A. extends all over the area of
British activities in France. Right up to Ihe fighting—line the
Y.M.C.A. is tending the interests of the British soldier with
truly Christian solicitude. This illustration shows a number

of men, just out of act'on, lined up before a trench Y.M.C.A, op,
where necessities, food, cigarettes, etc., can be obtainer at
reasonable prices. This timely innovation protects men from
exorbitant tariffs charged by shopkeepers in the battle—zont.
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Motor Machine-Gu Battery Dashes Into Action
offidal Ph otographs

Machine—guns of all kinds have been among the most effective weapons of the war, the Germans eapeciafty having relied upon them in
every area of their fighting. This fine photograph shows a British motor machine—gun battery keying camp in response to a signal.

Leaving their meters in the cover afforded by a sunken road, the men carry their machine—gun isp the elope mtd hurry forward to the
point where they are to come into action. every man's figure a study of eagerness and indomitable resolution.

The War Illustrated, 11th November,
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Highlanders and Anzacs Where the Battle Rolls
British Official Photograp'as

Pipes and drums at its head, a valiant Scottish regiment taking
the road to the trenches. inset: King George's Hill, the point
whence his Majesty watched the Battle of the Somme.

Field—kitchen within the Australian lines. Some of the men are enjoying a cup of tea. In the background can be seen a terrace of
duo—outs, each entrance being neatly supported by sandbags and roofed with squares of corrugated iron.

The War Inustrated, lIth November, 1916.
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B. d's-er, Views from a Hovering

e-Balloon

Canadian Official PlIsterp-ac 717,

inset is shown a kite—balloon hovering in mid—air on the western front. The large photograph, takdn from the balloon, shows the
kite's crew marching back to their station after their charge has ascended and their immediate job is finished.

The crew and'windlass of the kite—balloon at work as seen from the observation car of the ballbbn. To obtain the right effect of these
fine photographs they should be laid on the floor at the reader's feet and looked at from above.
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L've Ready Response to the Call for Shells
Brits

©racial Photographs

Team of splendid artillery horses up to their flanks in mud waiting
a favourable moment to move forward. inset: Three veterans of
the Somme: R.F.A. gunner about to convey shells to his battery,
the mud being too thick for wheeled transports.

General view of two siege—howitzers in action. The whole field is a conglomeration of rails, wheels, barbed—wire, etc., the former
apparently protecting the gun crew's "funk" hole. In the foreground willing arms combine to haul two huge shells to the reserve,
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LIVELINESS ON THE VSER.—Exactly two years ago the Germans were making terrific
effort* to burst the thin Belgian line and gain ()alai*. They were never nearer a goal than
that one. Only the most superhuman defence put up by men fatigued by continuous fighting
since Liege stopped the grey charge. Since those gloomy hours the Belgian Army has been

remodelled into formidable strength, and the enemy has atruok no vital blow in this sector.
Save for 000aelonal bombardments, such as is dramatically depicted in this photograph,
the Slelglan front has enjoyed comparative calm. Note how the embankment has been
consolidated with sandbags.
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BATTLE PIC TL RCS 9fge GREAT WAR
France rrr:ump -ant at Verdun VS
HE communiques told us on the evening of Tuesday,
October 24th, that the French had that day won a
great and striking victory at Verdun. Coming as'
it did upon the unsatisfactory tidings from the Dobruja,
the good news would have been welcome in any case, but,
associated with Verdun and our gallant Allies, it provoked
an enthusiasm such as we have rarely witnessed since the
days of the Marne. Very properly men said that it was
more than a set-off to Mackensen's success. But there
was more than this in their tribute—a realisation perhaps
of the true meaning of this famous story ; a retrospect
which could not but stir the pulse.
Verdun ! In what letters of gold is not the name
written in the history of Armageddon ! Very early in the
war we had a picture of the Kaiser standing " in shining
armour " upon the heights above Nancy and watching the
slaughter of his troops who were battling westward toward
the citadel. Many men then heard of Verdun for the
first time since the outbreak of hostilities. Great as the
fortress was, it stood for little to the uninformed. Even
the ancients who remembered " '70 " would also
recollect how little was done at Verdun during those
memorable days. True, a part of Bazaine's army was
there at the outbreak of hostilities. Napoleon rode thence
to Saarbrucken and witnessed his son's baptism of fire—
that wholly theatrical display which was so soon to become
a tragedy.
Critical Hours at Verdun
When the French, fighting gallantly as ever, were beaten
at Mars-la-Tour, the Emperor quietly entered his carriage,
and surrounded by an escort of hussars set off to Verdun.
But the fortress, though one of the greatest in France,
never loomed large in the fighting, and there was a time
even in the present campaign when it seemed that a
similar story might be told of it. This was in the early
days. The war had swung northward. The line of the
Aisne permitted the faint hearts to speak of " stalemate."
There were the terrible days in Flanders, when our men
lived in ditches and the Germans fired a hundred rounds
of their artillery for every four we could muster. Verdun
became, as it were, a side-show. People rarely spoke of
it until that famous February 1st in this present year of
grace, when there came the startling news from Paris that
the Crown Prince's army had opened a terrible bombardment upon the outer works and that Verdun suddenly had
become the danger-point.
They were critical hours. For three days Paris was at
a tension. Was it possible that the French Staff had been
caught napping and had made no adequate provision
against the vast preparations of men, guns, and material
the Huns were known to have completed on the eastern
bank of the Meuse"? It might have seemed so in the
first hours of this titanic conflict. The thinly-held line
was driven in by an artillery bombardment surpassing all
precedence. There were orderly retreats, shortenings=-of
the line, throwing up of new defences ; the summoning of
new generals ; the reorganisation of commands.
The Key of the Coveted City
With an unfailing instinct, Joffre sent for the one man
who was to save Verdun—General Petain, the possessor
of one of the shrewdest brains in France. We know thesequel well. Reserves were hurled forward in camions. A
subtle strategy yielded fort or hill when the Boche had
paid the price. We began to hear of the attack in waves.
Vast masses of Germans would suddenly leap from their
trenches and cross the terrible zone, shoulder to shoulder,
as sheep for the slaughter. They were mown down by the
thousand and the hundred thousand. In a despatch—
the best that the war has given us—Lord Northcliffe told
how, standing with a battery of French artillery, he witnsesed a whole plain covered suddenly with the blue-grey
forms ; heard the deadly rattle of the " 75's " ; perceived
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that plain blotted out by a loom of thick black smoke ;
watched the smoke drift away, and then looked for the
hosts that had been. But not a German could he see.
Of all the thousands who had rushed valiantly to the
attack not ten minutes before, the glass could not discern
a single stricken man advancing or retreating. Such
slaughter went on day by day, until April 9th made it
clear that the great assault had failed and that Verdun
was saved.
For all the French gallantry, the situation of the splendid
citadel became precarious more than once before July
had come. The chief of its great strongholds were lost by
then. Haudrornont Quarries had gone ; the village of
Vaux and the citadel of Vaux were taken with terrible
German loss above all, Berlin had become delirious at
the capture of Douaumont. This fell on February 26th
and moved the Kaiser to a frenzy of bombast even he has
rarely surpassed. It was the key to the coveted city, he
said.
The Somme and the Meuse
In Berlin they even cried the fall of Verdun itself. Only
in Paris was there no excitement. The " II les aura " of
Petain was never for an instant forgotten. The French
believed that the Germans would never get there, and they
were right. July 1st brought our own great offensive on
the Somme and ended in a twinkling the menace _ to
Verdun.
For the next three months we heard little news from
this sector. Everybody supposed there was great inactivity there. But if we had forgotten the citadel, we were
reminded of it on August i8th, when the French retook
Fleury after a brilliant assault. Then again came stagnation. All the beautiful district of the Meuse appeared to have dropped out of the picture. If we tried to conjure
up the scene, we saw trenches but lightly held.; artillery
that but nibbled the enemy ; the somnolence of the
hill-lands in the truce beyond the river.
Verdun itself, lying in the hollow of the hills, we knew
to be grievously hurt. The beauty of its ancient buildings
was sadly marred. The churches were but. ruins ; its
splendid buildings but whited sepulchres. Occasionally
travellers gave an account of the country to those who
were unfamiliar with it. I have se-en many word-pictures
of Verdun, but none which described it in a sentence so
well as that phrase of Lord Northcliffe which says : " It
is like looking down on Perth from the hills round about."
General Joffre Strikes
If these hills be imagined to be twice the height of
those which surround the Scottish city, then we get the
panorama in its due proportion. The hill upon which
Fort Douatimont is built rises, for instance, to an altitude
of three hundred and eighty-eight metres. There are
others almost as high all about, and the ravines between
them used to be as picturesque as anything the Valley of
the Meuse can show. Now they are sadly scarred—their
woods but cemeteries ; their trees but ghosts haunting
the once beautiful woodlands so characteristic of the
district.
Here was the scene of the great advance on Tuesday. Through these ravines in three splendid columns
the gallant French set out at 11.4o upon Haudromont and
Douaumont and the ghastly Caillette Wood. They found
the Hun taken wholly by surprise. Yet he should not
have been, for ten days previously the French had begun
to bombard his positions, and his aeroplanes should have
told him of that endless procession of camions rolling up
on the great white high-roads behind the French lines.
Apparently they did not, and he droned on in the lazy confidence that the Somme was occupying all the Allies'
energies.
For ten days this belief seemed justified. Rain fell
[Continua on page 302
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Rally to the Music of the Huntsman's Horn

The " most conspicuous bravery and able leading in an attack,"
which won the Victoria Cross for Temp. Lieut.-Colonel John
Vaughan Campbell, D.S.O., of the Coldstream -Goards, were
distinguished by a particularly English touch which will make his
deed ever memorable. In a charge the first two waves of the

battalion were decimated by machine-gun and rifle fire, and the
colonel raffled his men by blowing the horn he used as Master of
the Tenet -Side *terriers, {Shropshire. The men respqrdina st
once, the colonel led them against the machine-guns, capturing
them, after disposing of the foe in vigorous fiaht.
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e Englishman Takes 100 Germans Prisoner

The annals of the Victoria Cress *metals, see incident that is not
thrilling in its devotion to duty, the splendour of its courage,
or the-subliMity cif -Its selt-sacrifice. Among them all there are
-few so utterly amazing as-the achievement of the soldier which to
the subject of this ill ustr ation. Private Thomas Alfred Jones, of

the Cheshire Regiment, went out against an enemy sniper and
kilted -him, and then shot two more men who were sniping him.
He next reached a German trench, and -single-handed 'disarmed
no teas then atundred and two of the enemy,-lfictuiling officers,
and marched them back to our lines through a heavy barrage.

The War Illustrated, llth November, 1916.
FRANCE TRIUMPHANT AT VERDUN (ult,Z,199f7
incessantly. The deep ravines ran with water. Mists
loomed above the river. The dolour of autumn lay
heavy upon the land and nothing could be done. Even
on Tuesday the weather did hot favour the glamour of
battle. Fine rain fell all day, we are told. There was
mist in the morning and wreaths of it still hung about the
hills when the action began. But the French had had
enough of waiting. General Joffre was at Verdun. At
any cost, General Petain must show him what his splendid
fellows could do.
Dawn of Victory
So the rain and the mist are disregarded and the welcome
word goes forth. Very early in the morning the hills
resounded to the thunder of the " 75's " and of the great
howitzers behind the lines. Everywhere the roads were
alive with the dense masses of troops who moved- upon
them ; camions and cannon, transport and ambulance,
Staff officers on horseback, and regimental officers on foot
—all the countless items which go to make the sum total
of battle as we know it to-day. In Verdun itself, in the
cellars below its once splendid houses, those who have
made the French Army what it is sat in earnest conclave,
directing the course of that victory they knew to be inevitable. A terrible bombardment they decreed upon it, a
barrage as daring as any yet attempted. The troops were
often to be but twenty-five yards behind the torrent of
shells which hewed a path for them. Thus do the French
wage war—so are their losses but few. They took more
German prisoners on Tuesday than all their own casualties.
Truly an astounding victory
It was twenty minutes to twelve precisely when this
great battle began, and after five o'clock at night when it
was finished. The word being given, the three columns
dashed forward like hounds that are unleashed, and soon
their grey figures were to be discerned behind a curtain of
flame and smoke, pressing on through the ravines, swarming the heights, and anon disappearing in the woods and
thickets of a far horizon. Upon the left at Haudromont,
where the hill-side is a hive of quarries, they had expected
a fierce resistance but found nothing worse than a few
machine-guns still undestroyed and a few hundred desperate Huns who crossed bayonets with them- but were
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speedily worsted. A rocket soon signalled to General.
Joffre that the quarries had been taken, and hardly was
this splendid news realised when the Staff heard with
amazement that the general in command of the centre had
surpassed all hopes by capturing the Fort of Douaumont
itself.
This, certainly, was not expected. At the best
an envelopment had been looked for. But who could
hold the Poilu on such a day
All the finest traditions of
fighting France were with him as he went. Cheering like a
boy at play, he stormed the forbidding heights and plunged
into that maze of trench and dug-out. Soon " Kamerad "
was holding up his hands or dying. A whole regimental
command was taken here—and next day the commanding
officer came up from the very depths of the pit. Such a
triumph could not have been looked for by the warmest
friends of France.
What France Rewon in a Day
On the extreme right, the third column penetrated the
Bois du Caillette, that place of the skull whose ghastly story
is world-famous. These were the troops who were to be
threatening the Fort of Vaux next day after the fiercest
slaughter of the battle. But here, as elsewhere, the
splendid work of the French artillery minimised the French
loss, and so wonderfully did the men fight that their onslaught proved wholly irresistible. The citadel of Vaux
itself may have fallen by the time these lines appear.
There would, indeed, appear to be nothing this superb
army of Verdun, cannot accomplish in its present
mood.
Three thousand five hundred Boche prisoners were the
first-fruits of Tuesday's advance. Another fifteen hundred
were taken on Wednesday the 25th, and the total was
five thousand by the 26th. The material booty has not
been less generous. Europe rightly deemed this one of
the most striking victories the war in the west has vouchsafed to us. And why should there be any other verdict ?
Has not France rewon in a single day the losses of those
bloody battles the Germans waged from April to July ?
The Hun stands where he did toward the end of February,
and he has sacrificed 500,000 men to attain that end.
The Kaiser's " bright jewel " has fallen to French valour
and efficiency ; and Verdun shall ever be remembered to
the honour and glory of France.

" SHELLING OUT " IN A SHELL—HOLE.—With characteristic placidity the officers of a certain regiment on the western front
utilised a shell—hole as the local branch of their pay department, and, comfortably installed at the bottom, "shelled out" their pay to
the men on presentation of their pay—books. (Official photograph.)
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Power and Impotence Contrast in Mechanism

Belgian armoured—car on the front. Since the Battle of the Yser the Belgian Army has been reconstructed, newly equipped, and well
supplied with munitions. It had plenty of defensive fighting until the Somme offensive drew the Germans southwards.

A road steam—roller in difficulties on the we e( front. The cheerful Soot at the wheel and his brother Scot using a lever improvised
from timber are as unconquered and unconauerable as the rampant steed on the front of the machine. (Canadian official photograph.)

Thc War Illustrated, 11th November, 1913.
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Infantry, Artillery and Observers Near Salonika
Rriash Official Photographs

With an officer at their head, armed only with a cane, men of the Oxford and
Bucks Light Infantry advancing over recently captured ground in the Balkans.
Inset Observing gun fire on enemy communications from a rocky cove.

Bringing a mountain battery into position near Salonika, under direction of an artillery officer, who is seen on the right. The weapel
is fitted with a shield by way of protection to the gunners.
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Change in the Luc : The Allies Hold the Cards
British Official Photographs

Ammunition going up to the guns on the western front. The stripped and shattered. tree-trunks, splintered wood, and pulverised
bricks give some idea of the power of the artillery fire, under cover of which our men are now stead.ly iorg.ng ahead.

Serene indifference to incongruity of surroundings is characteristic of the Briton. A newspaper serves as well for a card-table as
good green baize, and a game can be enjoyed even on the top of a dump of trench-mortar shells.
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TOLD BY THE RANK AND FILE

A FIGHT IN THE DARK
BY SERGEANT J. DEACON

I

HADN'T been out long from home,
having been sent back to " Blighty
for dental treatment ; and, strangely
enough, as I stood there in that trench,
the thought of the dentist's room was
the strongest thing in my mind. I had
experienced great qualms at the thought of
facing those steel forceps. P had actually
been frightened of the gas bag—me,
who'd been through five gas attacks.
As men will, at times of great stress, I
fell to noticing little things.
One man,
my own particular pal—a little Welshman who must have bribed the recruiting
officer to get him past the height standard—was lying on the flat of his back,
with his tin helmet over his eyes. The
impulse to fling a handful of sand at him
was irresistible ; and then he turned
over and asked, " Who the ruddy Hades
was looking for trouble ? "
Fun Before Fighting
" What are you thinking of, Taff ?
I asked, more from curiosity than anything else.. " That girl of yours ? "
Taff sniffed disdainfully. " No, not
of any girl," he said. " I was just wondering what it'd be like to get a full
tankard of beer set down in front of
me, and no Control Board."
Our lieutenant was listening.
" You'll
" Here, chuck it I " he said.
be wanting a nice hot bath and a stall at
a revue next! If you talk about beer
you'll be causing a mutiny, and I don't
want that sort of thing on my hands at
present. Besides, it's nearly time for
us to get ready."
He didn't give any order ; but all
down the trench the lads stirred themselves,
grabbed their rifles, examined their
bomb belts and pockets to see that they
were all right, and then slipped on their
gas masks. The officer stood looking at
his wrist-watch. We could hear the shells
scream as they passed over our heads.
At last he shut his watch with a snap.
" Time, gentlemen, please ! " he called.
".Up she goes, boys ; and this time the
old man dips ! " It was an old barrack
phrase—a thing that every soldier knows
—and it made me think as I ran. I
knew our dear, delightful gunners, somewhere behind, would be letting up
every second, and that the lines of their
shells would rise about ten yards every
round. Somehow or other I could see
in my mind's eye the curving of the
shells overhead, and it gave me a queer,
protective feeling. All round us enemy
shells were bursting, too, and our own
didn't seem able to keep them off.

crying like school kids, and whining,
" Mercy, mercy, mein lieber Kamerad !
"
give you my loved comrade' ! "
I said, as I turned up one chap's face
with the toe of a boot. The officer
flashed his electric torch into the face
raised to him, and tears were streaming
down his cheeks. He gaped at the lieutenant, then at me. Then he caught
sight of the revolver in the boy's hand,
and grovelled again. " Mercy, mercy ! "
he wailed ; and all the rest of them took
up the song.
The Old Libel.
We left a few lads to look after them,
and bunched them all—after disarming
them—into an empty dug-out. They
were all obviously glad to be made prisoners ; but somehow whenever the
officer, giving orders, waved the hand
which held his gun, they shrank up
against each other.
"Here, you ! " I said to one big chap,
" Speakee English ? "
"A little bit," he said.
" Well, what's up with this damned
crowd ? " asks I. " What are they afraid
of ? We ain't going to eat 'em ! "
" They are afraid that your officer will
shoot them," he replied, " like you do
your other prisoners."
" Here, come off it ! " I shouted,
laughing. " Who told you that yarn ? '!
" Our officers," he said, simply. " They
say that your officers shoot all the German
prisoners they get hold of, and will not
be governed by the rules of war."
" That's a yarn," I told him ; and he
seemed to be glad to believe me.
And that big chap yelled some gibberish to his pals, and they went off
down that dug-out smiling and chattering
among themselves. You wouldn't have
thought they were prisoners ; they'd
give you the impression that they were
having a treat of some kind. Of course,
the German's English wasn't as good as
I've given it, but all broken up, so that
I had a hard job to understand him.

Into the Den
Well, to get back to the scrap. After
I'd packed the Germans off, we came
across another party of them round a
corner, and these showed fight. A couple
of rushes, three minutes' work with the
point of the bayonet, and they were
settled with.
At last we came to the doorway of a
dug-out, my boy-lieutenant just in front
of me. I shoved myself close and
grabbed his tunic.
"Better let me go in first, sir," I
said. " These places could generally do
with a visit from the sanitary inspector.
"Mercy, Lieber Kamerad!"
Phew ! Don't this place whiff ? "
Some of the lads tell ; but we had to
I went into that dug-out like a Red
make that attack good, and I knew that Indian—on my knees—a bomb in one
the R.A.M.C. men would be following us hand and a bayonet in the other. I'd
up a few minutes afterwards, as they seen many a good lad trapped in what
always do. So on we went—a thin' appeared to be a deserted hiding-hole,
khaki line, without a sound save the and I wasn't going to be caught so
thud-thud of our boots on the ground ; easily. It was as dark as the pit ; but I
and at last we slithered into the heap of heard a moan, and, satisfied that no large
ruins which had once been the German body of the enemy lurked anywhere
first-line trench. Our artillery had seen round, I went to investigate,
to it that there weren't many efficient
I found a poor kid of a German lying
fighters left in it, and most of the Germans on his back, with the blood welling out of
that we came across were too stunned his chest. He hadn't a vestige of a fieldand weakened to resist effectually. They dressing anywhere about him, and was
simply threw themselves on their knees moaning very feebly.
and buried their heads in their hands.
"Drink, Karnerad, drink ! " he said,

and I Could tell he was nearly done. I
pulled my water-bottle round to the front
and knelt down. Just as I put it to his
lips the lieutenant let out a yell, and fired
three times from his revolver into the
darkness.
" What's up, sir ? " I asked, breathless. There's a chap down there with a
gun," lie said, " and he was just going to
pot you. I think I've knocked his shooter
alv YS 'itch on your torch, sir," I said.
The beam of light swept down the
dug-out, shining on the earthen walls
and at first revealing nothing. Right
round it came, and there, almost on top
of me, was the hulking figure of a monstrous man, with his right hand dripping
blood. I swung my bonib up, into the
air, but in the excitement of the minute
forgot to pull out the pin. It hit the wall
and bounced harmlessly back—and at the
same second he sprang at me.
A Deadly Clinch
Instinctively I ducked, and caught his
breast-bone on top of my head.
His
arms were round me in a trice; and he
nearly choked me as he gripped.
" Keep clear, sir " I yelled to the
officer. I was afraid he'd fire and drill a
hole through me instead of the German ;
and I knew that, even if this beast killed
me, he'd only be a second or so before he
followed me, sped by the lieutenant's
bullet.
tripped over the dying lad on the
floor ; but I was too busy to notice him.
Out of the corner of my eye I was half
conscious of seeing the boy pull him out
of the way ; but the German had shifted
his grip, and was trying to crush in my
ribs. I beat on his face with my bare
fists—I had dropped my bayonet to get
at my water-bottle. I was feeling for
his throat, and at last the electric torch
snapped a beam across the darkness.
I was hot : my heart was going like a
steam pump, and I could feel the heated
breath of the German on my face as we
twisted and struggled. I couldn't get my
arms free enough to give an upper-cut,
and he kept his chin down on my shoulder,
tickling my neck with his beard.
I could feel my strength going ; for
the chap was a giant. I tried to break
the grip that was slowly killing me ; but
not an inch could I budge him. At last I
got one hand free ; then I smashed a
blow right into his eyes.
He shook his
head like a wild beast, and frothed at the
mouth.
Then I found his throat and
brought the other hand up into action.
Never before in all my life have I squeezed
so hard. My fingers felt as though they
were breaking ; my muscles ached. He
made one last effort, and caught my
hand in his mouth. His teeth met in the
flesh, and made me quite stark, raving
- mad. I tucked in my head as I found
his throat again, and butted hard and
savagely. The top of my skull met his
lower jaw just above 'Lite place at which
my hands held. There was a sharp,
startling crack, and he suddenly relaxed
and dropped backwards.
Victory and Tears
I found myself staring at him, horrified, with the boy-officer at my shoulder.
" He's dead—neck broken,' he said.
" You're a good fighter, Deacon."
I was still daze'd, and suddenly broke
down and cried.
" Here," said the lieutenant ; " come
on out of this to the fresh air. That 'land
of yours wants seeing to."

Triumphant Tommies' Trophies from Thiepvai
British Officio Pholo,rap!Is

German trench aroh itecture and construction were so, sound that many excellent subterranean structures. survived this honsbardm ent
and were occupied by our troops, who highly appreciated the comfort that awaited them..
Abed-roansaautstt it41,41110- captured
dug-out, and (right) a telephone office fitted up Err anather.

Borne of the men who stormedTtrisprakereplarnber MVP,
cpsrrnsiss Wand, and caps weretlie triypfsies firist selected from this
strong fortress position. but revolvers and cigars won much favour. The smile worn by all these men is peculiarly British.
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Pirates of Potsdam Afloat and Ashore

Colossal German U boat 53, with her captain and crew, photographed in Newport Harbour, U.S.A. After delivering a letter to the
German Ambassador, the captain put to sea again and made himself notorious by sinking a number of merchant vessels.
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The Crown Prince in conversation with some of his officers and men on the west front. The Hohenzollern heir has an infinity of poses,
and the photographer seldom fails to catch him in some unconventional attitude.

The War 117estrc`c2, 11th Sovember, 1915.
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Incidental Duties in the Great. Somme Effort
French Official Phatograp',s

Quaint vision on the Somme front. French Colonial chauffeur
with his convoy. Inset: Trap for the impetuous Hun. Preparing
a cheval—de—frise.

Beginning of a cheval—de—frise to consolidate a newly—captured position. Barbed—wire is coiled round three stakes, and a number a.
these obstructions are placed together to form what is the most formidable defence work available in a short space of time.

The War Mustruted, 11th Norem5er, 1915.
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Linking Up Lines of Communication in the West
Of ficial Photographs

British telephone operator repairing a
wire on the Somme line of advance.

•
A new 1:ne to No Man's Land.
British soldiers erecting telephone
wire over captured ground.

Belgian soldier communicating with an advance guard
by means of heliograph signalling, an effective if
primitive method of short—distance communication.

Emergency telephone post improvised
from a tree just behind the firing—
front.

4 •
•

Ingenious adaptation of motor power. A jack being placed beneath the lorry, the revolving wheel connected by cable with other wheels
transfers telephone wire from one roller to another. In the background is seen the familiar motor—'bus on war service.

The Tar Illustrated, 11th November,
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Symbols that Survive the Holocaust of War
British Official Photo7raPhs

One of the most remarkable facts in the war is the large number of sacred images which have escaped destruction, although everything
round them has been levelled in the dust. The latest example is this beautiful statue of the Virgin at Montauban smiling serenely
at an unexploded German shell, thereby forming as mysterious and poignant an allegory as any imagined by cartoonist or poet.

In continuation of the above theme, the symbol of Christianity stands boldly erect, an immortal sign, growing as itwere out of the debris
'tf a captured village on the west front. Venerable trees, still boasting a few sere and yellow leaves, line the highways and help to
screen a British convoy moving from one part of the battle—zone to another.
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Sixteen Britons : The Bravest of the Brave

Temp. Lt.-Col. J. V. CAMPBELL,
V.C.. D.S.O.. Coldstream Guards.
" For most conspicuous bravery and
able leading in an attack."

Capt. W. B. ALLEN, V.C., M.C.,
M.B., R.A.M.C. Attended wounded
under heavy fire though himself hit
four times and badly wounded.

Lieut. J. V. HOLLAND, V.C., Leinster
Regt. Led bombing-party through
barrage. took 50 prisoners, and broke
the enemy's spirit.

Sec.-Lt. G. G. COURT, V.C., S. Lance
" With utter contempt of
Regt.
danger " brought his C.O. in under
machine-gun fire.

Sergt. W. E. BOULTER, V.C., Sergt. D. JONES, V.C., Liverpool Temp. Capt. A. C. T. WHITE, V.C. Capt. N. G. CHAVASSE, V.C., M.C.
With courage and
Northants Regt. " With utter con- Regt. Held a position for two days Yorkshire Regt. Held a redoubt for M.B., R.A.M.C.
saved
tempt of danger," severely wounded, and nights and inflicted losses on four days and nights, risking his life self-devotion beyond praise
twenty
lives
under
heavy fire.
constantly.
counter-attacking parties.
bombed a machine-gun team.

Pte. T. A. JONES, V.C., Cheshire
Regt. Single-handed disarmed and
marched 102 prisoners in through a
heavy barrage.

Sec.-Lieut. N. HURST, M.C., Royal
Dublin Fus. Organised parties to
rush two machine-guns that held up
the advance, and took the post and
52 prisoners.

Bt.-Maj. W. La T. CONGREVE, 9.C.,
D.S.O., M.C., late Rifle Brigade. For
constant acts of gallantry and devotion
to duty during 14 days preceding
death in action.

Sergt. G. WARD, D.C.M., Royal
Sussex Regt. Led bombing-party
through heavy fire, and by personal
skill and courage captured and held
the enemy trench.

Lee.-Sergt. F. McNESS, V.C., Scots
Guards. Led his men through heavy
fire, and though severely wounded
brought up supplies of bombs through
a barrage.

Flight-Com. T. H. ENGLAND, D.S.C.,
R.N.A.S. For pluck, determination,
and skill in a seaplane flight into
Syria through constant fire and bombing the station of Homs.

Lieut. R. G. D. JONES, M.C., Welsh
Regt. Killed. Did fine work in frontline trenches in command of machine
guns under very heavy fire.

Rev. A. S. CRAWLEY, M.C., Army
Chaplains Dept. For bravery and
devotion while acting as stretcherbearer under heavy fire. He went to
the front very early in the war.

18th November, 1916

A PICTURE - RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air. Edited by J, A. HAMMERTON

AN OBJECT—LESSON IN SEA—POWER.—The long arm of the British Navy circles the seven seas as the needle swings round the
compass. Where contraband is likely to be carried, there is certain to be a British warship, alert to send its representatives to inspect
the runner's papers, even though she be as remote a craft as this Czech windjammer breasting some Near Eastern waterway.
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MY ADVENTURES AS A WAR CORRESPONDENT

RUNNING THE GAUNTLET IN THE WAR ZONES
How an Eye-Witness Gets to and from the Front
By BASIL CLARKE
HESE are the luxurious days of war correspondence.
You have an official badge and a khaki uniform, and
are " officially accredited." You can move about
the front ; you have special billets near the General Headquarters Staff, provided by the Army people, and an officer
is told off to keep you posted with current happenings.
There is also a censor on the spot, and a field telegraph office
from which you may despatch your Press message immediately it is written. That is all as it should be.
But in the early days of the war there were no luxuries or
even facilities of this kind. The correspondents sent over
to the war fronts by the British newspapers had to fend for
themselves, arrange their own billets, and find couriers to
bring their messages to England. More than this, they
had to get to the front as best they could—without transport, without billets and food, and—greatest difficulty of
all—without permits. Not only did the authorities refuse
permission to correspondents to go to the front, but they
put every obstacle in the way of their getting there. And
if to their " official knowledge you did get there, they put
you politely but carefully under arrest and sent you home
to England. Dozens were sent home. This practice was
confined at first to the British authorities, but later they
persuaded their Allies to adopt it, too, and the war correspondent became a sort of outlaw. Sailors, soldiers,
police, consuls, and the rest all could " bait " the luckless
newspaper man if they liked. It was not an easy life. In
addition to dodging the Germans, who were perhaps one's
least formidable enemy, one had to dodge officious people
of all kinds.

T

Eluding Jacks-in-Office
The newest corporal or the greenest sub-lieutenant, fresh
from the " nutty ' haunts of Piccadilly, could have you
arrested and sent before some general, and he, when
appealed to in this open way, had, of course, no option
but to obey orders and send you home on parole not
to do it again." Had he seen you in the street himself
he would have looked the other way. This was the saving
clause about the whole thing ; for, though " officially
every man's hand was against you, in practice no one,
except jacks-in-office and the authorities at home, wished
you very serious harm; and many a soldier and sailor,
officers and men, would go out of his way to help you, or
would at least be friendly enough to ignore your presence in
that prohibited area—the war zone.
The first duty of a war correspondent, therefore, in those
days, was to know where these jacks-in-office existed, and
to keep clear of theni. His second duty was to know how
to break regulations successfully, and to dodge sentries and
• and
third was to know where to find friends and
police ,his
helpers who could tell him things and enable him to get
about and see things for himself. These good souls were
to be found in all the allied armies in all walks of life, from
generals to Tommies. I shall never forget my chagrin, on
first getting to CalMs, to find that not a single paiunt to get
to the front or near it was to be had. Courteous but firm
officialdom said, " You must stop in CalMs or go back to
England. Other correspondents who have failed to do
that have been arrested.
Limited to Carry—Forty-one
Here was a fix. But how was one to circumvent this
order ? After much anxious thought, followed by some
queer researches in Calais, a little bundle_of a man, a French
soldier, showed me. " We entrain for Hazebrouck in twenty
Minutes," he said. " Our ' saloons' will hold ' forty men
or eight horses.' " (This was a little joke anent the inscription on French railway trucks : • " qo Hommes, 8
Chevaux.") " There will surely be room enough for fortyone men, monsieur, when the forty-first is an ally of France."
The hint was taken, and after circumventing two sentries
and two bayonets at Calais Station, I travelled in a railway

waggon with forty cheery souls of the —th Regiment of the
Army of France. My little friend told them who I was, and
my mission, adding that the authorities would give :in)
permits to go to the front. At which all the men agreed
that it was a shame, and that I was quite free to travel in
their train. But they looked carefully at my passport and
photograph, nevertheless, and one of them, a sergeant, said
to me earnestly, " Swear to me, monsieur, that you are not
a Boche ! " There was some straw on the floor, but no
seats. There were no windows in the truck, which was an
ordinary box-truck, generally used for goods traffic, and such
light and air as we got came to us through the open door in
the middle of one side of the truck. I forget how many
hours we were in getting as far as Dunkirk. I had no food
or water, but •during one of our stops in sidings a girl
came out of a cottage near the line with a jug of water and
a cup, and most of us got a drink.
Once arrived in the town of Dunkirk—about twelve
miles from the Yser and Nieuport, where fighting was very
brisk at that time—I had to think out ways of avoiding the
police and of getting to the front at regular intervals. Also
I had to establish a courier service. The trouble was in
getting out of the gates of the town—at which sentries were
always posted. They held me up at my first attempt. No,
I could not go to Nieuport or Fumes, or even out of the city
gate. They examined my passport, and one of them spoke
to me in English. Then they seemed satisfied and more
friendly. After a talk, one of them said : " It is not allowed
to leave the gate, monsieur, unless one wants to pay a visit
to the cemetery, which you see over there, just in the turn
of the road." He added with a twinkle : " The same road
leads to Fumes and Ypres and all the front. If monsieur,
now, would say he would like to see the cemetery, I should
be able to let him through the town gate."
To Nieuport via the Cemetery
He looked at me knowingly. I said I should just love to
see the cemetery. He winked and let inc through. It is
true I looked over the cemetery. It was very interesting.But I did not go back again until I had been to Nieuport
fourteen miles away, and seen some fighting and other
interesting things. The guards of the gate said meaningly
when I got back at dusk : " Monsieur has been a long time
in the cemetery. It must be interesting ! " Then, after a
look around, he added : " How go things at the front today, monsieur ? " I told him what news I had gathered.
The town guards and I became quite good friends. They
received any news that I collected some twelve hours or
more before it got to the " Daily Mail," London. Later,
they saw it in print in the " Daily Mail," of which I used to
leave them copies.
But to do twenty-eight miles on foot four or five days a
week becomes a little wearing. I must look around for
some better means of covering that long stretch of road
between Dunkirk and the front I could not hire a motor
or trap. You needed a permit for one. I must use that of
My first coachman along that road was a
someone else.
soldier breadmart. The military bakehouses for that section
of the front were in Dunkirk, and every morning a long string
of queer-looking French carts used to line up near the quays
and get their bread and travel to places beyond Fumes I
made bargains, and one good soul used to pick me tip at a
point beyond the cemetery and trundle me along in his
waggon. It was no more than a tall, two-wheeled cart,
covered with a tarpaulin hood the shape of a Salvation
Army bonnet. The horse plodded painfully along, and sometimes one could not return the same day. Two nights I slept
out m the open under the Salvation bonnet of that cart
With all good feeling between us I parted from my baker,
after about a week, in favour of a transport driver whose
waggon, being driven by petrol, was much quicker. It used
to leave Dunkirk with supplies fairly regularly, and once
i•Continued on page 316
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Desolation Left in the Track of the Cyclone
British Official Photograph;

Making a military road in France. Inset: Collecting firewood
from the shattered roof—trees in a deserted village.

View of the Somme battlefield at tne point of junction of the French and British lines. This region is now described as a " peaceful
countryside," but the photograph gives some idea of the cost to Nature at which the peace has been secured.

The War Illustrated, 18th November, 1916.
RUNNING THE GAUNTLET (c"=iii,"'
an board there was no difficulty in getting along to some
point near to the trenches. The sentries on the road had
come by this time to know me, and even officers at different
points of the front and the route used to collect interesting
facts and information to tell me as I passed.
It was a sentry at one of these road pickets who stopped
me one day with the remark, " The major wants to see you
to-day." I left my waggon, wondering whether trouble
was afoot, and went to the major's quarters—a cottage.
Here an officer visitor of the major gave me the full story
of the taking by the French early that morning of the
Manson du Passeur (Fisherman's Hut) on the bank of the
Yser Canal. My detailed account of this fine feat reached
London before even the bald fact of the taking of the place
was announced in the official communiqué.
I had many journeys in different kinds of vehicle along
the Ypres road. One day it might be in a store waggon,
wherein, seated on two tins of petrol, I was jolted along over
ruts and ridges till my very bones ached ; the next day I
might be in an officer's limousine, easily ensconced on
cushions. On one glorious day I was driven right into the
city of Ypres, during the bombardment, by an officer of
State—all against official orders, of course. I think my
description of Ypres during the first bombardment was the
first eye-witness account to appear in any of the British or
French papers.
Rumanian Jew who Spoke Cockney English
Another day I drove in a motor-mitrailleuse, or armoured
car. Sitting on the bottom of the car, under the pillar of
the machine-gun, with my eye glued to the little opening just
parallel to that for the driver, I could see all and be seen by
none. And I don't mind confessing now that I obtained
my first peep of Headquarters through that vent. In
normal circumstances I gave that place the widest possible
berth ; for in that direction lay trouble for correspondents.
Most of them who entered or approached those doors went
home—under escort.
But to move away from France and Flanders. It was in
a sleigh pulled by three long-tailed horses and driven by a
Jew coachman in a tall fur hat that I first reached the
eastern front. It was in the Bukovina. In this turn-out,
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exposed to snow and wind, I covered some forty miles over
mountains in one day. I was perished with cold, for I had
ignored everyone's advice to buy furs. The possibility of
getting a few hours earlier to the scene of the Bukovina
fighting had tempted me to try the journey without
" wasting time " to buy proper clothing. The Jew had
actually to lift me out of the sleigh at the end of the journey
that night, for I was paralysed and in a state of coma with
cold. He was a nice Jew, and he spoke Cockney English.
He lived in Hertza, in Rumania ; but once he had been a
tailor's presser in the Commercial Road, London. So
small is the world !
Ox Waggon or Armoured Trait'
A Transylvanian peasant's sleigh and two oxen pulled
me on another journey in the Bukovina, and this was
absolutely the slowest and most primitive war conveyance
I ever used. But for the fact that there was no alternative,
and that I had luggage which would surely never reach me
again if once I left it, I would have walked that journey,
and have arrived at my destination in half the time. " Ma
foi " as the French say, but you need patience to ride
behind an ox.
Once, in Russia—in Bessarabia, near Bojau—I was taken
to the front in an armoured train, and this was one of the
most interesting of all the ways I had tried of getting to the
front. The Austrians added to the interest by having a
shot or two at -us with a 3 in. gun, and one of their Shells
tore up our railway track ; but we came through all, right.
Means of travel were far fewer on the eastern front than
on the western, and the snow and frozen rivers made things
much more difficult. But the authorities, both police and
military, were much more reasonable. Even a general
would make no bones about inviting you to tea, asking you
what you wanted to see, and putting facilities in your way
to see it. There was none of that dodging of police and
red caps (Staff officers) ha do here. Still, after a time I found
myself missing that subtle spice of mischief which the
breaking of regulations and the invention of makeshifts
added to life as a war -correspondent in the west. After all,
I suppose it is this queer lust for appetising adveture that
leads one into these restless callings.
Next article: My Mistaissit Escape from the Austrians

Canadian camp behind the Somme front. Two soldiers are rigging up a kind of backwoods' shelter. Rifles are piled, and the men are
resting, talking, doing nothing in particular—a welcome change after a recent spell of heavy duty. (Canadian official photograph.)
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Desert Duel Between Airmen and Horsemen

In the district of Shat—el—Hai, Mesopotamia, a spirited affair is
reported between a party of mounted enemy irregulars and two
British aeroplanes armed with machine—guns. The enemy had
captured a number of cameisland made off, the aeroplanes

overtook them, and, descending to within twenty feet of the ground,
dispersed the Arabs by machine—gun fire. Abandoning the camels,
the hostile cavalry retreated to the mountains, and a troop of British
horsemen came up and took possession of the recaptured bloty.
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Behind a British Barricade at Lesbomufs
British Official Photo::Traphs

IN° right of way for the foe. Preliminary and hastily-built barrier to help consolidate a gain at Lesbmuls. Some British soldiers are
waiting behind the massed timber as if expecting a counter-attack. A machine-gun is seen on the extreme right of the photograph.

Off to the trenches through the slimy mud. With the advent of winter the hardships of the fighting men will increase, and everything
fc ssible that can be done on the part of the civilian to mitigate the rigours of winter in the trenches should be a bounden duty.
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From the Golden West to the Sombre West Front
British Official and Canadian War Records

Sturdy fighters in a shallow trench at Guillemont. Welsh Guards
killing time after having disposed of more tangible quarry.

Joy for the Maple Leaf men. The mail, just arrived from Canada, about to be distributed among the men of the Dominion on the west
front. Inset; Taking the letters from the Far West to the sorting—house.
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With the French Flying Corps Over the Front
French Official Photogr:t,'Is

fw

Lieutenant Guynemer holds the French record for the destruction of enemy aircraft. These photographs show him making a trip in his
machine known as " Old Charles," and (right) floating in space while on an excursion. The French military authorities stimulate
friendly rivalry among their flying men by giving publicity to their individual achievements, and Lieutenant Guynemer heads the list.

Not a Zeppelin after an encounter with hostile bombs, but a new type of observation balloon in use by the French. It is so constructed
that it can remain absolutely steady even if the wind is blowing a gale.
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Wonderful Impressions of a Charge Dead On

Remarkable action photograph of French soldiers leaving their shelter. In the trench itself the last men are clambering over the top,
one of them being assisted to the parapet by a comrade.

Another view taken at great risk to the operator. It represents a company of French soldiers racing towards the enemy's trenches,
an officer at their head. To the right a shell is bursting perilously near this gallant handful of Poilus.

,
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VERDUN THE GLORIOUS.—Only posterity will know the vital part that the defence of
Verdun has played in the overthrow of the Central Powers. The wonderful, skilful defence
of the citadel is perhaps the greatest victory on the west front. Looking at the panoramic)
impression of this, the most prominent landmark in the war, the city seems to stand out like a
rock battered by a terrific storm, but still steadfast and strong. The Germans could only reach

It with their long—range guns. The cathedral and many houses were shattered, but never a
Roche set foot within its precincts, hallowed by the indomitable spirit of France. To the
north—west cannons still boom and bayonets flash, for are not the French retaliating with the
victories of Douaumont and Vaux, wresting from the foe all that he gained after three months
of careful preparation and six months of reckless carnage ?
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THE GERMAN DRIVE INTO TRANSYLVANIA
By Dr. James Murphy
HE German attack in the Transylva
nian Alps is of much greater import..
ance than Mackensen's dramatic
drive in the Dobruja. Falkenhayn launched
the principal assault, leaving to his
lieutenant the task of carrying out the
feint. The latter has already failed, for
the main purpose of his mission has not
been achieved. He had hoped to dislocate the plans of the Rumanian General
Staff and force it to submit to Hindenburg's strategy. But the Rumanians
have steadfastly clung to their purpose.
The whole burden of the struggle,
therefore, falls on the Austro-German
forces in Transylvania.

T

Germany's Extension of Line
Last week I drew attention to some of
'the political reasons which lay at the
back of Germany's action. Here it will
be well to say a few words on the military
considerations, though it is impossible to
draw a clear dividing line between the
one and the other. The main fact to
bear in mind is that Rumania's entry into
the war extended the Austro-German
line to a new length of over seven hundred miles. This happened at a most
critical period. The German forces were
being hard pressed on the Somme and at
Verdun ; Austria had suffered heavily in
Galicia, in the Trentino, and on the
Carso ; the Serbians were pressing hard
against the Bulgars at Monastir, and the
allied forces threatened them still more
severely at Salonika. Into this sorelytried line Rumania thrust a threatening
salient of about seven hundred miles.
We are now in a position to deal more
closely with the outstanding features of
the campaign in Transylvania. Roughly
speaking, the Transylvanian front is about
three hundred and fifty miles long. It
rests on a continuous chain of mountains
running from Buloovina, where the Rumanian line joins the Russian, to the Iron
Gates where the Danube flows through a
rift in the mountain chain. Throughout
this stretch there are five or six important
passes which might be used by invading
armies either from the one side or the
other. Of these there are three which
are of dominant interest at present.
They are the Predeal Pass often called
the Tomos (narrow)—the Red Tower Pass,
and the Vulkan Pass. Of these, the
Predeal is the farthest east. It is three
thousand five hundred feet high, and
carries the main railroad from Transylvania to Bukarest. The railroad runs
through a tunnel, but a good road traverses the pass.
Gates to Rumania
It is comparatively narrow and
flanked by hills, which afford ready
facilities for defence. On the whole it
is a poor line of advance for invading
troops, for, though it offers the most
direct route to Bukarest and the rich
plain lying between the capital and the
foot of the mountain range, there is
little room for troops to deploy until
strong outposts have actually conquered
a considerable section of the plain.
The Red Tower Pass, which is only one
thousand five hundred feet high; is more
in the nature of a valley, and forms the
bed of the River Aluta, which flows from
the Transylvanian plain directly southward through Rumania to the Danube.
This route also carries a railroad. -Farther

Dramatic and serious as it seemed at
first, Mackensen's effort against Rumania
in the Dobruja was by way of a feint, the
critical onslaught on our new ally having
been planned by Hindenburg to take place
via Transylvania. In continuation, therefore, of Dr. Murphy's preliminary article,
What Has Happened in Rumania ?" this
eminent authority on Balkan affairs explains the enemy's real dispositions and
how Rumania hopes to counteract them.
west is the Vulkan Pass, one thousand
seven hundred .feet high, through which
flows the River Jin, connecting Transylvania with the western stretches of
Rumania and flowing into the Danube at
Rakovo. There is no railway here, but
it has a good road, which connects the
Hungarian railway station at Lipazeny
with the Rumanian rail-head at Targul
Viului. Though low, the pass is narrow
and protected by flanking mountains.
In these passes the German commanders
seem to have concentrated their main
efforts. But before we come to measure
the success which they have attained,
and the promise of future developments
which it bears, one naturally asks: How
were the Rumanians forced to retreat so
quickly to the mountains after their
initial offensive had given them a good
footing in Transylvania ?
Why Rumania Withdrew
The answer is both interesting and
illuminating, though, like most illuminating answers, it is but the simple statement
of a very elementary principle. And in
this case the principle is that adopted by
a fielder who catches a cricket-ball as well
as by a general who resists an attack. It
explains the Battle of the Marne, the
victory of Verdun, the Austrian rout in
the Trentino. But in the case of Transylvania there were special circumstances
which made it absolutely imperative to
bring the principle into play. In the first
place, the Germans were served by a
magnificent network of railways, one of
the most important assets which an
attacking army can have, while the
Rumanians had the mountain range
between them and their bases of supply.
In such a case it would have been foolhardy to give battle in the open and risk
the danger of a local turning movement
which might at any moment cut one of
their main channels of communication.
An army cannot fight with its back against
a mountain wall, where it has but a few
narrow outlets through which it can
receive supplies and send its wounded
back to the bases. A sudden swerve
might easily place the enemy at the pillar
of the gate and give him control of the
outlet. To make a stand on the advanced
ground, therefore, would have been to
play into the Germans' hands.
So far, it is quite easy to grasp the
strategic trend of the movement, and if
it were to follow its normal course there
could be scarcely any doubt of its success.
But when one comes to discuss the
narrower question of tactics, the matter
Most of the
becomes more difficult.
communiqués speak of fighting having
taken place in the passes; and it would
appear that, as the Rumanians retired,
they did not attempt to establish themselves on the flanking mountains. The

same seems to be true of the enemy. If
this be so—and it probably is—we have
here a reversion to the old type of mountain warfare ; for in the Austro-Italian
conflict, which is the classical type of
modern Alpine fighting, scarcely any
struggle has taken place in the actual
passes and valleys. A few batteries of
medium calibre on a dominating mountain
position will hold thousands at bay in the
passes below. Unless it be due to the lack
of artillery, or the time which is necessary
for the hauling up and placing 'in position
of big guns, it is difficult to find an explanation of what has happened in the
Transylvanian Alps.
— Enemy Fully Controlled
However, there is one movement which
again brings the strategic position into
fairly clear outline.
The Rumanians
seem to have been able to control the
direction of the German attack. While
the enemy has succeeded in coming
forward in the Predeal Pass, he has been
thrown back in the Vulkan Pass to the
west, and in the Buzau Pass to the east.
That is very important. For if the relative
position can be maintained, it ought to
have the effect of subjecting the German
to his enemy's strategy. Such a movement is practically an infallible forerunner of success in mountain warfare.
Suffice it to say that if you can hold
strong mountain positions advanced on
the wings of your defence, while you allow
the enemy's line to sag towards you in
the centre, there is every likelihood that
the victory will eventually turn in favour
of the defence.
The Germans have 'already got through
the Predeal and the Red Tower Passes,
but they do not seem to have penetrated
the mountain chain at any other important
point. The fighting is now taking place
amid the series of hills which stand before
the exits of both passes.
The outstanding fact is that the
strategic integrity of Rumania has not
been violated, and there is no strong
likelihood that it will be.
Winter is
already with us. The Rumanians have
the advantage of being able to mobilise
along internal lines, and the German line
is stretched awkwardly over nearly three
hundred miles of difficult mountain. To
sustain a winter campaign here will make
serious demands on Austro-German resources.
Mountain railways must be
built and a large system of electric plants
must be installed.
Hindenburg the Wrong Man
The Hindenburg mind is not of the type
which is successful in mountain campaigning ; so that, even though he can
still dispose of immense artillery supplies,
he is weak in other phases, which in the
aggregate will outweigh the importance of
artillery.
If the Rumanians can hold against the
blows of the northern hammer, it does not
matter seriously how far they may be
successful or unsuccessful in dealing heavy
counter-blows. While their Russian communications are intact they can draw
upon immense resources, both in men -and
irs material, with the result that the salient
of seven hundred miles will remain and
the Central Empires will be comparatively
weakened in the remaining sectors of their
far-flung battle-line.
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Ships of the Desert Entrain for the Front:

Camels travelling to the front by tra.n. I rr the operations
against'the Senussi-, General Peyton's hires captured the hostile.
commander and drove the scattered remnants of his forces far
beyond the Egyptian border. The railway from Alexandria
westwards runs only as far as Matruh, and there a mobile

column of all arms gathered for the protected expedition against,
the Senussi strongholdafarther west by Sollum and in the desert.'
FOP such work camels are worth their weight in gold, as they
carry a load of 300 lb. with ease, have enormous staying power,
and only ask for a drink about every eight days.
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Incidents in the Conquest of the Senussi

British soldiers and men of the Egyptian Labour Corps getting
water and cleaning fruit by a wayside station on the journey from
Alexandria to Matruh. The natives in the background are sitting
on top of a loaded truck. Beyond theterm nue the mobile column
had five days' continuous and heavy marching, halting and

bivouacking at points where there were wells. At some of these
the water supply was found to be plentiful, but at others there was
only just sufficient for drinking purposes. An incidentof this cam—
paign was the dashing action of the armoured cars under the Duke
of Westminster, which resulted in the rescue of the men of the Tara.
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Where the Tricolour Flies in Splendid Triumph

Work of French artillery tire on Merman positions before
Douaumont Fort. The memorable position was captured by a
brilliant French action.

Advent of winter over ground which once was a luxuriant forest. All that remains to—day of the Caillette Wood—a stretch of
calcined territory on the Verdun front. inset: How a stationary balloon is defended against aircraft by a mitrailleuse on terra firma.
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Douaumont Fort Recaptured by General Mangin

Bringing in wounded across open ground at the edge of the forest. Inset: French soldiers laying an underground telephone cable. The
apparatus ploughs a furrow along which the reel lays a cable. The furrow is then filled in by an inverted ploughshare behind the reel.
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Fun and Frolic After Fierce Fighting
British and Canadian Official Photographs

One can imagine the hilarity with which this ancient vehicle was discovered by the boys beaming through the window. Forthwith
the most fragile member of the company was assisted inside and joyously escorted in the direction of the Premier's official residence.

A little music relieves the cheerless monotony of life in a duo—out •
in France.

One of the Northumberland Fusiliers, greatly daring returns Hun—
helmeted from the trenches riding on a mule.

" A merry heart goes all the day." Somme smiles at a Canadian ammunition—dump. Spirit that cannot be bro-ken carried the
Canadians through some of the worst situations in the war. Reinforced now by unlimited munitions it has made them irresistible.
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How the Elusive Sniper Hides Himself from Foes

With a fern dressing and a face made up with yellow and black grease-paint
this sniper was able to elude the enemy for many hours.

of concealment in warfare is synonymous with the instinct
THEofartself-preservation.
In no branch of the Service, however,
is this so important as in sniping. Snipers, to surprise their quarry,
have to advance to within visible distance of the foe and wait for
hours in order to get a bull's-eye.
"Thus it behoves them to be as wary as human wits can possibly
make them. The photographs on this page give some idea of the
ingenuity exercised by men under command of Colonel Ashley,
who has given them a series of lessons in the art of concealment.
The tree disguise is perhaps the most effective. The idea, of course,
is to break up masses of light-showing material by sewing pieces
;of a different coloured cloth on to the uniform. The face is made
'up with grease-paint. Such a disguised sniper, ensconced among Human water-weed. A soout who successfully hid in
marshy land by disguising himself with bundles of rushes.
'the thick foliage of a tree, would be rendered practically invisible.

An effective disguise: Grease-paint applied
to the face and tatters to the uniform.

Grease-paint and property-box in-the snipers'-'dressing-room. Volunteers making
themselves up in various disguises.
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Guns, Shells and Men in Flaming Picardy
French Offic;at Photographs

Enormous French cannon on a rail emplacement. The weapon fires a shell
the greatest known calibre.

Africa in the greatest European battle. Senegalese fighters marching
up to the Somme first line.

Shells of great calibre. A reassuring photograph
from behind the Somme line.

Lull after battle. French warrior's timely nap on
a field adjacent to the zone of fighting.

Convalescent Senegalese going through native dances and songs to
amuse their wounded comrades.

Telephonic exchange for French artillery. General Petain perfected a system of
control of whole parks of artillery by telephone.
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Domestic Work and Pastimes on French Front

After a hard day's washing aboard a barge on a French river. Soldiers
reposing and taking a meal.

freakish effect of the explosion of a faulty shell.
The projectile resembles a lantern.

Chess behind the French lines. French soldiers Freshly caught for the kitchen. A morning's bag of rabb is in a part of the
absorbed in a game of great antiquity.
French front where much name abounds

Large French cannon waiting for transport, through what was more like a
morass than a forest road.

The life of a backwoodsman, otherwise a French
infantryman, installed in a wood near the front line.

eaAe,

UNDER THE BLUE CROSS.—Many horses that formerly would have been left to die
After first—aid has been rendered to an animal injured in the near foreleg, it is assisted
of wounds are now saved by the efforts of the Royal Army Veterinary Corps, supplemented to an ambulance waggon by four men who support it with a blanket under its belly. It
by the R.S.P.C.A. and other societies. This illustration shows men of the Mounted
will then be taken to a Base Veterinary Hospital and either cured or, if the case is seen to
Section of the Canadian Veterinary Corps attending to wounded horses of the R.F.A.
be hopeless, humanely destroyed.

Th eW ar illustrat ul, 18th N ovemb er,
1916.
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TOLD BY THE RANK AND FILE

THE COCKNEYS IN HIGH WO
BY CORPORAL T. BALL, LONDON REGIMENT

if

HAVE been told by people who
I ought to know that the taking of
High Wood on September rath was
Eine of the most important events of the
Whole British advance, and as I took part
jn it—although I have only just reached
ngland and hospital—I should like to
tell you about it. The London battalions
have obtained much glory in this war,
though they haven't been credited with
all the fine things they have achieved.
There may be some military reason for
this, but, speaking personally. the mere
knowledge that your regiment's name is
being mentioned in the descriptions of
fights makes you feel that it is up to you
to make the glory of that name more
conspicuous than ever, if possible.
Nearly all the London troops employed
at High Wood were Territorials, and
proved their worth and mettle as fighting
men to the hilt. I am a regular soldier
myself, and I've never seen a crowd more
eager for a fight and more reliable when
in it.
Strongly Held Position
The wood itself had been a battlefield
for just two months, and was full of dead
soldiers of both sides. The Germans had
been so harassed by constant attacks and
artillery fire that they had been unable
to bury their dead, although we managed
to do so under conditions representing
almost insurmountable difficulties. I cannot give you any estimate of the number
of lives lost, but the enemy always made
a point of massing soldiers there and
holding the position in strength, and it
was more than we could afford to hold it
lightly.
The Germans made machine-gun emplacements in greater numbers every day,
and brought up gun after gun to use in
them. They strengthened them with iron
girders and concrete blocks, and hundreds
of miles of barbed-wire fronted their
ground. They even attempted on two
occasions to wire the ground within two
hundred yards of our trenches, but the
way in which we got busy soon stopped
that little game.

which struck you most, even amid that
deafening din, was the crying of the
stretcher-bearers as they scrambled from
place to place calling for the wounded,
and the smell from that dead-strewn
ground seemed to rise up and hit you
between the eyes.
Advancing behind the barrage fire of
our artillery, we leapt into the open, but
our progress was very, very slow. We
advanced in three sections, each section
having as its end a particular defencetrench. When we came to the first we
found it full of dead and wounded enemy.
There wasn't a single fighting' man in the
whole length of it, and it was the frost
magnificent testimonial our artillery could
have had for accuracy of fire.
Leaving this behind, we embarked on
the second section, and again found a
trench occupied only by the dead. The
last jump landed us in a shallow and
ruined trench about a mile ahead of our
last night's resting-place.
Of course, you must not think that we
simply walked on from point to point
unscathed. At all times, whether we
moved or stopped, we were under raking
machine-gun fire from every bit of the
wood, and German snipers, aloft in
undamaged trees, did their very worst on
us. We crouched and crawled, took
advantage of every nook and corner of
cover, and scraped shallow pits in the
ground, but try as 'we would we couldn't
find any real protection. And the Huns
gave us not a second's respite.
Advance by Inches

Our real struggles commenced now, as
we entered the edge of the wood. Cowering
behind broken tree-trunks, even using
awfully-smelling dead Germans as _head
cover, we lay and fired individually at
any head or part of an enemy's body
which came within our range of vision.
We were advancing, it is true, if only
by inches at a time, but gaining ground
all the same. You cannot have any idea
of the beneficent effect it has upon a
regiment's moral to know that, despite all
the enemy's strenuous endeavours to hold
them, despite all the good lads who are
Ceaseless Curtain Fire
dropping on every hand, they are gaining
And all the while a certain section of ground. Nothing matters so long as you
our guns devoted its whole attention advance.
to keeping a curtain of fire behind. the
Five full hours—it seemed five centuries
wood, so that supports could not be —we fought thus, and at the end of that
brought up. This fire never ceased, and time we hadn't gained more than a
on the evening before our great attack it hundred yards. Then somebody got busy
redoubled in fury.
on the telephone wire and told the artillery
Of course, the Londoners were not what was happening.
alone in the push, but we did happen to
" Hold on where you are," was the
lie right in the dead front of the wood, order from our officers. " Get under
and got the whole brunt of the attack. cover as Much as possible ; the gun§ are
It was just dawn.
going to start in real earnest."
I shall never forget the picture that lay
And they did, without a mistake.
before us when we went ' over the top
What had gone befOre was mere deliberate
with shouts and yells of encouragement. target practice to what came now. The
Bits of men, of trees, of guns and rifles shells never ceased to explode, and two
had been tossed all over the place by full minutes was more than the enemy
exploding shells ; some were half buried, could stand. About three hundred Boches
and others hung on the half-smashed scurried out from under cover and
trees. The undergrowth was torn and surrendered unconditionally.
We desscattered on all sides.
patched them over towards our own lines,
The enemy, having had plenty of time and waited still while the guns carried on.
to make his preparations, was ready for " God bless the guns 1 " shouted a
us. He was fully on the alert and in sergeant, and the lads repeated the words
great force, and possessed every imaginable with a fervour I have never heard equaded.
A few minutes later . several hundred
machine and weapon of defence. Ala.chineguns rattled deafeningly, drowning even Huns broke cover, trying to get, away
the noise of the artillery, but the thing from those terrible It was bur

chance, and we took it unmectipe iv. 1 hey
were only fifty yards away at most, and
the way the trench-mortars. bombs, rides,
and machine-guns cut i hem no was
wicked and wonderful. P a single German
out of all that mob not away alive he did
so unseen by me, and i had a specially
good view. The dead lay around in stacks,
some of them across bodies which must
have lain untended I or weeks.
This made our work easier, but we
hadn't finished yet. A large number of
infantry, well supplied with machine-guns,
still held their ground, and a salient
feature of their position was that any one
machine-gun was as strong as a company
of infantry. For two solid hours we lay in
front of this position and engaged it hotly,
but for all the valour and fierceness of our
fighting we couldn't dislodge th m. One
by one, however, we managed to dispose
of their machine-guns, and just at one
o'clock a heavy shell sailed over and
strafed the most deadly one of the remaining few the enemy had in action.
It seemed to be drawn by this particular
gun as by a magnet—it exploded in full
view, and you could see bits of the gun and
bits of the gunner flying , r :11-?;1 the air.
Paying 011 Scores
" Bayonets, lads !
eel t .1 our commanding officer; and we never heard a
more welcome sound. We sprang from
our cover, from behind trees, and out of
hastily-dug pits, and went for those
Germans with full determination to pay
off all the morning's scores—and a few
that had accrued during the last two years
as well.
The fight was short but sharp, and the
Germans, their nerves already wrecked by
the hell of shell fire which they had
experienced, and tried by the long fight
and the vigour with which we had pressed
home our offensive, soon saw fit to
surrender. Then we had a rest in their
captured position. And not a rifle was
fired at us, not a single machine-gun
attempted to enfilade us.
About four we sent out patrols—I was
in charge of one—but never a sign of a
living Boche—saye those badly wounded
and unable to move—could we find in the
whole wood. They had decamped incontinently, leaving us in sole charge. We
dug trenches in decided peace, and even
sat out on the parapets smoking. It was
like a rest camp, and the only thing that
seemed hard to us was the order not to
search the adjoining wood or souvenirs.
Three Months in Blighty
But that night a few wandering Boches
tried to get into the wood, and my patrol
met them. In the melee that ensued we
accounted for eight, and wounded half a
dozen others, losing one man, and one
wounded—myself.b I had come through
all the hell of the advance without a
scratch, and then, in a little scrimmage
like that, got a wound which has put me
out of action for at least another three
months. Which I call hard lines—eh ?
LA BASSES ROAD

The night breeze sweeps La Bassee road,
the night dews wet the hay.
The boys are coming back again, a
straggling crowd are they.
The column's lines are broken, there are
gaps in the platoon,
They'll not need many billets, now, for
soldiers in Bethune,
For many boys, good lusty boys, who
marched away so fine,
Have now got little homes of clay beside
the firing-line.
—From " Soldier Songs, by Patrick Macall
(H. Jenkins)
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Col. G. E. RIPLEY,
Northampton Regt.

Lt.-Col. C. E. FISHBOURNE
Northumberland Fusiliers.

• .s,re

Capt. S. LUDLOW,
Royal Warwick Regt.

Maj. T. M. D. BAILIE,
Irish Guards.

Maj. A. C. HUDSON,
Royal Fusiliers.

Capt. H. H. BURN, M.C.,
Coldstream Guards.

Capt. H. M. GREEN,
Royal Fusiliers.

O.,0

Capt. A. K. S. CUNINGHAME, Capt. W. C. F. V. BARKERGrenadier Guards.
MILL, Rifle Brigade.

J. A. Ritson, South Lancashire Regiment, killed in action July 23rd, was only
Captain
child of Dr. and Mrs. Ritson, of Reading. Educated at Rugby and Trinity College.

Capt. J. A. RITSON,
South Lanes Regt.

Capt. W. D. DRURY-LOWE
D.S.O., Grenadier Guards.

Lieut. Viscount CLIVE,
. Welsh Guards.

Cambridge, he received a commission directly after the outbreak of war, and was given
his captaincy in February, 1915. He was a noted oarsman, rowing in the First Trinity
Eight, 1912-14, the University Eight which defeated Oxford in 1914. and at Henley.
Lieut. H. Douglas Vernon, Grenadier Guards, killed, was educated at Charterhouse and
Magdalen College, Oxford, where he got his Soccer Blue as a freshman, and played against
Cambridge in 1913 and 1914. Still an undergraduate when war broke out, he obtained a
commission in the 7th Liverpool Regiment, and later transferred to the Grenadier Guards.
Sec.-Lieut. Gerald Archibald Arbuthnot, Grenadier Guards, killed in action September
25th, was only son of the late Major-General W. Arbuthnot, C.B. Born in 1872, he entered
the Navy, but left the service in 1902. He took a great interest in politics •, he represented
Burnley from January to December, 1910, was Vice-Chancellor of the Primrose League
and Chairman of the Lancashire and Cheshire Federation of Junior Unionist Associations.
Percy Robert Herbert, Viscount Clive. Welsh Guards, diea of wounds received September
11th, was elder son of the Earl of Powis. Born in 1892, he was educated at Eton and
Sandhurst, and gained his first commission in the Scots Guards. He went to the front
early in the war, but was invalided home, and later transferred to the Welsh Guards.
Viscount Clive was the 56th heir to a peerage to lose his life in the war.

Lieut. H. D. VERNON,
Grenadier Guards.

Sec.-Lt. G. A. ARBUTHNOT,
Grenadier Guards.

Lieut. C. S. BELL,'
South African Infantry.

Sec.-Lt. CYRIL CLARKE,
Sec.-Lieut. H. WYNDHAM
Sec.-Lt. A. D. WILSON,
East Surrey Regt.
THOMAS, Rifle Brigade.
Royal Munster Fusiliers.
Portraits by Elliott & Fry, Lafayette, &mine, Brooke Hughes.

Capt. E. R. DONNER,
Rifle Brigade.

Lieut. M. H. O'DONOVAN,'
Royal Munster Fusiliers.

Sec.-Lt. J. T. ROBERTS,
Royal West Surrey Regt.
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`Sessions at Sea': An Ap ication for--Promot o
i

When "sessions" are held on a battleship at sea a table is rigged on the quarterdeck, and men who think they are entitled to promotion
,for good service or for other reasons, apply to the captain. The master—at—arms 'attends with the record—book, and the ship's police
are present in the background. Prior to these applications, men charged with any offence are brought before the captain.

n
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'CiUR_ DIARY OF THE Vci
Chronology of Events, October 1st to 31st, 1916

OCT. T.—British Forward Move.—Attacking
OCT. m.—In Macedonia the French carry the
first Bulgarian lines on the heights west
the German lines in the Somme area, our
troops capture the whole of their objective
of Ghevgeli.
on a front of 3,000 yards, and take
Allied Ultimatum to Greece.—It deEaucourt l'Abbaye.
mands surrender of Greek Fleet, except
three warships. Greek Government
Zeppelin raid on East Coast ; one aircomplies under protest.
ship brought down in flames at Potter's
Bar.
OCT. 12.—Fresh British Advance.—Our troops
attack the low heights between their
Renewed Russian offensive south-west
front trenches and the Bapaume-Peronne
of Brody and north-east of Halicz. In
road, and secure successes.
latter area our ally takes 112 officers and
2,268 men.
Both in the Gorizia area and on the
Carso the Italians materially increase their
Rumanian diversion across the Danube
gains. Officially announced that since
between Ruschuk and Tutrakan.
August 6 they have taken in all 30,881
OCT. 2.—Germans regain a footing in some of
prisoners.
the buildings of Eaucourt 1'Abbaye.
OCT. I3.—Despatch from Lt.-Gen. Sir Percy
Russians defeat enemy counter-attacks
Lake relative to operations in Mesosouth of Brzezany, on thetZlota Lipa.
potamia, Jan. 19-April 30, 1916, published.
Naval aeroplanes attack enemy airship
Franco-British squadron of 4o aerosheds near Brussels.
planes raids Mauser Works at Oberndorf,
OCT. 3.—Russians continue their offensive
on the Neckar.
in Voihynia, attacking on both sides of
British advance their lines between
the main road from Lutsk to the enemy's
Gueudecourt and Lesbceufs.
fortified base at Vladimir Volvrisk,
Rumanian retreat in the Torzburg
British recapture Eaucourt l'Abbaye.
Pass.
French success near Rancourt, 120
OCT. "I.—South of the Ancre British improve
prisoners taken.
their position in the neighbourhood of
OCT. 4.—General Haig's comprehensive rethe Schwaben Redoubt.
view of the Somme operations states that.
West of Belloy-en-Santerre the French
to the end of September' the British had
take the first German line on a front of a
taken 26,735 prisoners, and engaged
mile and a quarter, the hamlet of
38 German divisions.
Genermount, and the sugar refinery,
Rumanian Campaign.--Our ally cap1,300 yards north-east of Ablaincourt.
tures /3 enemy guns in Dobruja. The
OCT. 15.—British line advanced slightly northRumanian forces which had crossed the
east of Gueudecourt. Progress at Stuff
Danube withdrawn. The Rumanian
Redoubt.
Second Army at Fogaras retreating.
French enter Sailly-Saillisel.
Greek Cabinet resigns.
Austro-German attacks on the passes
Transport Franconia sunk in the Medibetween Transylvania and Rumania
terranean by enemy submarine.
continue, the enemy making progress
French troopship Gallia torpedoed in
in the Torzburg Pass.
the Mediterranean, 600 soldiers missing.
In the Black Sea, near the Bosphorus,
OCT, 5.—British advance north-east of EauRussians seize the 6,00o-ton Turkish
court l'Abbaye.
General Sakharoff attacks Boehm
armed transport Rodosto.
ErmoIli betWeen Brody and Tarnopol
Ocr. r6.—French consolidate themselves in
railway lines on a twenty-five-mile front.
the captured portion of Sailly-Saillisel,
and carry a small wood between GenetRumanian retreat towards Brasso continues ; withdrawal in the Fogarasmount and Ablaincourt.
Flame attack on British at Schwaben
Vladeni sector.
Redoubt repulsed with heavy loss.
OCT. 6.—British make further progress
Russian communiqué reports an Austrotowards Seres.
German offensive with strong forces near
Ocr. 7.—British capture Le Sars.
the point in the Carpathians where the
French carry their line forward over
Russian and Rumanian armies join.
1,300 yards north-east of Morval.
Enemy capture Gyimes Pass. _
Reported that British troops have
established a bridgehead ten miles in
OCT. 17.—Allied Landing at Athens.—Troops
to the number of about 1,200 land to
width across the Struma towards Seres,
help the police in keeping order, and
OCT. 8.—Rumanian forces in Southern Tranoccupy municipal buildings and railway
sylvania are withdrawing to the frontier
from Orsova to Predeal. Enemy claim
stations.
to have retaken Brasso (Kronstadt).
Rumanians check enemy in the Gyimes
Pass.
Hundredth Day of Battle of the Somme.
Italians carry the Tooth of Pasubio,
OCT. 9•—British. make progress, and
establish posts east of Le Sars, in the
in Southern Trentino.
direction of Butte de Warlencourt.
OCT. IS.—Allied Advance North of the Somme.
—British extend the front north of
Falkenhayn in his attack on the
Gueudecourt and towards the Butte de
frontier between Transylvania and RuWarlencourt. French take the whole of
mania reported to be approaching the
Sailly-Saillisel. South of the Somme they
defensive positions in the mountains, and
reaches Torzburg.
capture the whole of the front between
La Maisonette Chateau and Biaches.
Reported from New York that eight
Bukarest announces enemy repulsed
vessels torpedoed off Nantucket Lightship
by German submarines.
in the Buzau Valley.
Serbian
advance on the Tcherna ;
M. Venizelos arrives at Salonika.
OCT. ro.—War Office reports that British
Brod taken.
Ocr. /9.—Slight British progress at the Butte
cavalry patrols in Macedonia have
de Warlencourt. British Headquarters
reached the Demirhissar-Seres railway
review of fighting on our front since the
at some points.
beginning of October gives our total
French attacking south of the Somme
captures since July r at 28,918.
between Berny-en-Santerre and Chaulnes,
General Smuts reports main forces of
take the hamlet of Bovent, and hold the
the enemy driven into the Rufigi Valley.
outskirts of Ablaincourt and most of the
Fighting at Goioasa, twelve miles from
woods of Chaulnes.
within the Gyimes Pass ; enemy repulsed
Italian Advance on Three Fronts.—On
at Oitoz Pass to Polana Sarata. New
the line from the River Vippacco - and
offensive by Mackensen in Dobruja.
south of Oppacchiasella, the Italians capAnnounCed that a reconnaissance has
tured all the entrenchments of the enemy
been made against the Turks at Maghara,
and over 5,00o prisoners. In the Julian
in the Sinai Desert.
Alps, just south of Gofizia, the Austrian
Serbians occupy Veliselo.
line has been broken. By a third thrust
Ocr. 20.—German attacks on Schwaben and
in the Trentino the enemy is ejected from
Stuff Redoubts defeated.
the northern slopes of Mt. Pasubio.

Rumanian withdrawal in the Buzau
Pass.
German Note to Norway on her submarine policy.
OCT. ar.—British advance line on a three-mile
front between Schwaben Redoubt and
Le Sars, and capture Stuff and Regina
Redoubts. Our prisoners total 1,018.!
French success in the region of
Chaulnes.
German cruiser of ' the Kolberg, class
torpedoed by British submarine.
Assassination of Count Sturgkh,
Austrian Premier.
Rumanians evacuate Tuzla.
British Camel Corps detachments and
armoured cars sweep the Dakhla and
Baharia oases, in the western Libyan
desert, taking 175 prisoners.
OCT. 22.—Aeroplane raid on Sheerness. Later
in day it is shot down and destroyed at
sea by naval aircraft.
French carry whole of Ridge 128, west
of Sailly-Saillisel.
Fall of Constantsa.
OCT. 23.—British right wing advances east
of Gueudecourt and Lesbmufs.
H.M.S. Genista, a mine-sweeper, tor-pedoed and sunk. All her officers and
73 men lost.
Hostile aeroplane raid on Margate.
British air raid on blast furnaces of
Hagondange.
On the Transylvanian frontier the
enemy take the village of Predeal.
OCT. 24.—French Victory at Verdun.—
Enemy's line pierced along a front of
five miles to a depth of two. Douaumont
village and fort, the farm of Thiaurnont,
and the quarries of Haudromont captured.
Prisoners total 3,500.
Ocr. 25.—Russo-Runtanian retreat in the
Dobruja. Enemy troops occupy
Cerna 'Coda, the Danube bridgehead of
the Bukarest-Constantsa railway. On
the Transylvanian front Falkenhayn's
armies capture the Vulkan Pass.
Ocr. 26.—Officially announced that the
pressure of the enemy in the Dobruja
has weakened. On the Transylvanian
frontier the chief pressure of the enemy
is being exercised in the passes south of
Brasso, and mainly in the Torzburg and
the Predeal.
Gertnan Raid on Channel Transports.—
Ten destroyers attempt a raid' on our
cross-Channel transport service. One
empty transport, the Queen, is sunk,
two of the enemy destroyers believed to
be sunk, and the rest driven off. H.M.S.
Flirt missing, and H.M.S. Nubian disabled
by a torpedo and grounded, OCT. 27.—French closing round Fort Vaux.
Rumanians repulse enemy attack in
the Valley of Pravatz, and advance in
the Uzal Valley, taking goo prisoners.
OCT. 28.—British reconnaissances to the north
east of Lesbmufs result in the capture of
several important enemy trenches.
At Verdun French troops carry a
quarry which had been organised by the
enemy north-east of Fort Doumunont, British liner Marina sunk by submarine ;
American sailors believed drowned.
OCT. 29.—British make further advance ,
north-east of Lesbmufs.
French progress in the regions of SaillySaillisel and Biaches. The Germans
penetrats) the Chateau of La Maisonette.
Successful Rumanian Actions.—Our
ally continues her offensive in the Jiul
Valley (north-western front).
OCT. 30.—North and south of the Somme- the
French win two successes. North of the
river their troops carry a system of
trenches north-west of Sailty-Saillisel.
East_ of Sailly they advance towards
Saillisel,
North of Veliselo the Serbians-. engage
German-Bulgarian troops and score some
successes.
OCT. 3r.—Rumanians surprise and repulse the
enemy on Mount Rosca, and occupy it.
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COURAGE AND CALIVI.—Although their villages are for the most part in ru:ns, some of the Belgian women continue their industry of
lace-making, sitting with pillow and bobbins at their doors as quietly a; the 170e-makers in the peaceful villages of South Devon.

TRUE TALES OF THE WAR BY FAMOUS CORRESPONDENTS
a

Tv E BUILDING OF THE BRIDGE
An Epic Incident in the History of the Italian War
By Dr. JAMES MURPHY

y

ou are now standing," said the officer, " on what slopes of the right bank. Borne downwards by the foammust seem to you a very commonplace structure, ing torrent, the wounded cried out piteously for help.
a roughly-built bridge spanning a river ; but this Nets and life-belts were thrown to them, and Red Cross
strip of wood has a story which no other bridge in the world rescuers jumped headlong into the stream.
can tell. It was our forefathers who first taught the world
After a few hours the river had become deserted and the
how to build bridges. And I think it must have been a Austrian storm ceased. It was now possible to estimate
very early step in the development of their civilisation, for the extent of the damage. Two-thirds of the bridge
they enshrouded the process in a veil of religious mysticism. remained, badly gashed and splintered, but still well supEven still we call our bishops politifici--bridge-builders. ported by the stout girders and piles. It was imperative
But n our long history we never built a bridge which does to commence rebuilding immediately, for the advanceus so much credit as this one. You must tell your people guard was isolated on the opposite bank, and about five
about it, for it is a story which deserves to rank among the hundred men were marooned on the island. These latter
great epics in the history of warfare.
were in a worse plight than that of their companions, for
We were standing on the bridge near Sagrado, where the the advance-guard was entrenched under the lee of a
Italians first crossed the Isonzo and attacked the Austrian jutting spur, on dead ground, so that while the Austrian
positions on the Carso..- He had a habit of making neat fire swept harmlessly over their heads it mercilessly
little speeches, this officer and guide of mine. And in this sprayed the island in the centre of the stream.
instance
his enthusiasm was fully justified, for the bridge
A Lull, Till Nightfall
at - Sagrado is a more eloquent symbol of Latin prowess
Once
again
the
engineers
set
to
work.
Once again the
than all the= great monuments which Italy has built to
commemorate her achievement' of national independence. Austrian artillery thundered. Like sailors on a doomed.
Ever since I first stood on the spot, and considered the ship, the Italians clubg to their structure, striVing to
difficulties under which the crossing of the Isonzo had staunch its wounds and splice its broken ribs ; but the
been effected, I had no doubt or fear for the fate of enemy's fire v-as devastating. Within an hour the greater
Gorizia. Only a few thousand yards away it lies, now in part of the bridge was in ruins, and the engineerS had
Italian hands. Its conquest has placed the Italian Army suffered terribly at the hands of hostile snipers. Owing to
high in the world's estirriate, but I think that the firssit the hidden position of the enemy's guns in the pits and
caves of the Carso it was impossible for the Italian artillery
crossing of the Isonzo was a deed of greater prowess.
to reply effecidvely. For the Moment no other Tchoice
Work of Furious and Silent Energy
offered itself save that of abandbning the project and
Because of this conviction I gathered the details of the awaiting the cover of night.
story from the lips of men whose souls were still aglow
One can well understand the anxiety which now reigned
with the flame of battle and WhipSe bodies still bore the in the minds of the Latin troops. Their comrades cried to
marks of the terrible fray. When. I had collected a sheaf them from beyond the river. The Men on the island lay
of notes, containing personal accounts in the picturesque motionless on the bare sand. It was impossible to distinI- talian terms which I cannot hope to translate into guish between the dead and wounded. No succour could
English, I returned to my room at headquarters and wrote be sent, no relieving troops, no food, no medical aid, not
the story of the bridge.
even a message of encouragement.- Worse than all, such
At Sagrado the Isonzo is about four hundred yards in quantities of °bridging material had been destroyed that
width, but a low island of gravel and sand stands in the the supply was now running short, and the enemy's longcentre of the stream. This was the point chosen for the range guns pounded the roads by which the transport of
Italian crossing. At half-past ten on the evening of June supplies approached the right bank of the river.
9th the engineers began to construct the first span of the
Tht Dead“ Wse Up Again
bridge, front the right bank to the island. While the work
As night came on the enemy's searchlights swept the
was in progress the troops of the advance-guard crossed
the river in pontoon boats. They did not' entrench or Isonzo. There in the fore6Tound the Italians could see
seek to establish themselves on strategic positions, but the barren island, its dust7-grey, sand blending with the
simply advanced point-blank against the enemy's lines. uniforms of the motionless bodies which lay in heaps on ifs
The night was utterly moonless, and the Austrians were surface. They had fallen as tit-6y advanced, face downtaken unawares. The Italian advance-guard entered wards, among them the commander of the second battalion
of the advance-guard, Between them and their only
Sagrado and captured some prisoners.
When morning broke,, the first span of the bridge was but now forlorit—hope of safety stood the feix isolated
almost complete. The first streaks of dawn were the piles of the bridge, standing bare and battered in the water,
signal for a tremendous rush on the part of the erigineem like the skeleton of some ship that had been wrecked on a
and their helpers. Soldiers and officers from the infantry rOck-bound coast. Whispered along the ranks, the news
regiments, Staff officers and drivers from-, the transport of the destroyed battalion created among the attacking
waggons, rushed to and fro in promiscuous procession, troops a spirit of despondency and almost despair.
Having= satisfied themselves that the Italian plan had
shouldered girders and piles and trestles, each man working
in a fury of silent energy, as if the success of the whole been finally wrecked, the "Austrians switched the current
from their searchlights and withdrew for the night. Then
oroject were dependent on him alone.
the Italian engineers crept forth once again. Rescue
A Vortex o! Flame and Destruction
parties stealthily crossed the river, punting their craft,
Before the last abutment was in place a cascade of lest the splash of an oar might reach tlie enemy's ear.
shells thundered from the overhanging brow of the Carso, The first concern was for the men on the island. It was
enveloping men and material in a vortex of flame and possible that all had not been destroyed, and that some
destruction. Shells burst along the girders and cross- survivors might still be found amid the mass of prostrate
beams, mercilessly massacring the engineers and hurling forms. When the rafts arrived many of the ' dead
the dead and wounded into the stream. There was no had already arisen.
Creeping on all fours, they came to meet their rescuers,
cover. The great fortified bulk of the cars°, bristling with
howitzers, machine=guns, and rifles, completely dominated not a few straggling survivors, but dense masses of ablethe position. Under the terrific onslaught of artillery the bodied men, fully accoutred and unhurt. When the- work
Italians rolled backwards, seeking cover amid the wooded
rr'oPtimml 0 i 17,17,2 4}
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The Gay Cordons and a Troop of Worcesters
Dr;t:sh 0,cf:rial Photographs

-

Men of the Worcester Regiment ruining from the
trenches through mud and ram.

Pinner-time. Men lining up at a field-kitchen to get their rations, consisting of steaming soup, meat, and fresh bread. Inset above:
A bunoh of the appropriately named " Gay Gardens" in a reserve trench on the western front.

The War Illu,strated, 25th Toverntier, 1916.
THE BUILDING OF THE BRIDGE (cotti—e,1a.6)vm
of rescue, came to an end, it was found that of ,the five,
hundred who had been marooned, only fifteen had lost
their lives, and fifty had been wounded. They owed their
salvation to the alertness and initiative of their officers.
Realising the impossibility of moving either onwards or
backwards, the officers ordered the men to lie flat and
nmtionless. With bayonets and cutting pincers, and the
peaks of their caps for tools, they burrowed in the gravel,
half burying themselves, so that to the eye of the onlooker they appeared as so many corpses strewn on the
island and intermingled with its gravel through the havoc
of the gun fire.
While rescue-parties thus worked for the safety of their
comrades on the island and on the opposite bank, the
engineers were once again busy on the bridge. At about
two o'clock came the first streaks of dawn. When the
Austrians awoke and began to look out over their parapets
it was found that the " dead " had arisen and- gone -away.
Seeing the Italians working as busily as ants, the Austrian
commanders gave orders for a massed and relentless
artillery attack. Guns were rushed to the foremost
positions on the Carso, and a wild hurricane of shells hurled
on the river. The artillery of the Italians could not reply,
because of the danger of injury to the men of the advance-.
guard, who still remained at the foot of the hill. Under the
lee of the spur which juts out into the river at Sagrado the
enemy's shells poured harmlessly over them.
A New Plan of Attack
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'Then a private from the ranks of the engineers volunte3e4red
to grapple with the difficulty. Placing a sack of dynamite
on his back, and binding it firmly to shoulders and waist,
he plunged into the roaring waters. It was already dawn.
A cascade of shells poured upon him, rifle and machine-gun
bullets hissed around him. Buffeted by the waves as they
broke against the ridge of the dam, and already sorely
wounded, he still struggled. Breathlessly he was watched
from either bank. It was like an epic struggle of old
romance. At length he reached the lock gates. It was
the signal for the engineers to turn on the current. Within
a few moments the whole structure leaped into the air.
And a wild shout of triumph
Rose from the walls of Rome,
As to the highest turret-tops
Was splashed the yellow foam.
Crossing the Flood Under Fire
The flooded river began to recede. The right wing moved
northwards over whaf had once been a lagoon. Again the
engineers began to build. The troops essayed to cross on
rafts. Five times they attempted, five times they wee>
driven back. Night came on. The Italian artillery
became silent, and the Austrians believed that the project
had been abandoned. At ten o'clock the engineers were
busy once again. Hundreds of men rushed to the bank,
bearing on their shoulders beams and planks and wire rope
and hempen cable. Not a sound reached the ears of the
enemy. The officers whispered their commands, the men
rushed to and fro on bare feet
When dawn began to break, the centre of the stream
had been reached and the last abutment of the bridge now
rested on the island. The farther arm of the river being
largely protected by the lee of the Carso, it was decided to
use pontoons for the second half of the crossing, The men
rushed across the bridge, the boats received them, and
rowed them to the shore. Not being strong enough to take
a defensive position, the first battalions attacked furiously.
They succeeded in reoccupying Sagrado and making some
prisoners. At three o'clock the Austrian guns opened fire,
and at four the bridge was once again in ruins. But now
there could be no turning back.' The attack on Sagraclo
must be supported. Moving a_ little northwards, the
engineers decided to use the remains of an old bridge which
the Austrians had destroyed. They commenced to build
in open daylight, but this time the Austrian gunners did
not find their task of destruction so easy, for Italian bayonets
were already pushing them back from their vantage
positions on the glacis. The river was quickly becoming
dead ground," so that the greater number of shells fell
wide of the mark, and only fitful gusts of rifle and Machinegun fire obstructed the work of the bridge-builders. Eveit
then the Austrians were able to inflict serious damage on the
Italians ; so much so that the bridge had to be repaired
several times. But the engineers stuck to their work
and the troops crossed under fire.

When night came they were brought over in pontoon
boats, together with the prisoners whom they had captured
at Sagrado. Then a wild holocaust of fire and flame
commenced. The Latin blood was up. Both artilleries
hurled blind defiance at one another. Throughout the
night the storm , of shell continued unabated—a terrible
night of torrential rain and fog.' The Isonzo fumed and
steamed. Volumes of vapour, streaked with lurid gashes
of flame, arose from the body of the stream. Not a soul
was to be seen, but a ,deafening chorus of hoarse eehoes
reverberated from hill to hill, as if the spirits of the river
\Vera shrieking in pain and torture.
It had now become clear that an isolated crossing was
out of the question. Small detachments might reach the
opposite bank, but they could not establish a permanent
bridge-head unless supported by the troops on the right.
These had crossed lower down the river, at Pieris, and
taken Monfalcone ; but the effort to move northwards on
the left bank and co-operate with the centre Was frustrated
by the immense lagoon which the Austrians had created
between the foOt of the Carso and the lower stretches of
the Isonzo. To drain the lagOon was the task to which
the Italian centre now set itself.
A little below Sagrado, where the Isonzo bends westwards
through the Plain of Friuli, leaving a triangle shaped tongue
of lowland between its course and the foot of the Carso,
Dramatic Symbol of Italian Valour
the Austrians had built a dam across the river.- This was
Bearing sacks of sand on their shoulders, alternate groups
a permanent structure, serving to divert the water into a formed a moving parapet for the protection of themselves
canal which ran along the foot of the mountain to Mon
and their companions. It was a picture which reminded
falcone. By closing the dam, and destroying the mechanism the onlookers of Romantroops storming an ancient citadel.
for reopening it; the Austrians succeeded an flooding the The artillery horses suffered Seriously, but their dead bod4
Isonzo, already well swollen by the torrential rains. They were quickly hurled into the stream, and men harnessed
then opened breaches in the right, bank of the canal,' and themseives to the gun waggons beside the unhurt anima*
allowed the water to flood the intervening lowland. Only •In the course of two days several, regiments had gained the
by blowing up the darn could the Italians drain the lagoon:- opposite bank, accompanied by their artillery and supply
coluinns. And the attack on the Carso commenced.
Like an Epic Struggle of ta:el
Since that day I have many times stood on the bridge
Two cannon of medium calibre were rushed along the and tried to call up visions of the valour of which it is the
right bank and brought into position directly opposite symbol. Beneath the limpid waters one can still see
Sagrado. Under open fire from the Austrian gunners human wreckage strewn in the bed of the Isonzo. Let us
they began to pound the great barrier of steel and concrete, hope that the structure Will be allowed to temain, so dial
but the Italians did not have high explosives of sufficient future pilgrims to the spot may be enabled to forma just
strength to destroy it There were hopes that the mechanism appraisemerit of the valour which was shOWn here.
might still be repaired, so that the locks could be got to
The Venetians of old were accustomed to celebrate the
open normally. With this end in view two officers of the espousals between Venice and the sea, by casting a gpiderit
engineering corps crept along the left bank of the river ring into the Adriatic. If the same spirit of dramatic
from the south, under cover of night. They sprang upon symbolism, inspire the children_ of modern Italy, they will
the sentinels, throttled and choked them. Plunging into find this scarred ribbon 9f wood a fitting symbol of union
the stream, they swam to the lock gateso-only-to find that between Mother Italy and the -children olio had been torn
the joints-had been firmly spiked.
froth her Iib4ntit'by the ruthless had of ...the Teuton.
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Waves of Tempered Steel and Flaming Eyes

Germans notoriously have a horror of the bayonet, which, on the merciless bombardment now poured on him incessantly by the
other hand, is a favourite weapon of the French infantryman, who Allies, when a waveof French " fantassins" pours over the parapet,
their eyes aflame with the fire of battle and furious passion for
has named the long, thin blade " Rosalie," and celebrated it in
many a hymn of war. Onecan understand the panic that overtakes revenge,- yelling, thrusting, and stabbing. Hands go up in vain
,
German,
whose
nerves
have
been
shattered
already
by
the
then.
The impetus of the rush cannot be checked.
the 1
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ene Weather Commands over the Somme
Gral
Pri'ti-h Off icin1 Photon-rerrhs

Coffee—stalls are established along the roads behind the lines, where men can obtain
coffee and biscuits 'resat any time. Left: " Reminds one of Bond Street. What ? "

Home. Misery that they never imagined and would have supposed they could not
endure is borne without " grousing " and even cheerfully by our incomparable soldiers.

Men of the Middlesex returning from the trenches. R ight: Some of the Worcesters, almost tired out, resting on the bank and even on
the road, indifferent to further discomfort. The mud, an officer "out there" said, is the only obstacle that now delays the Allies' advance.
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In the Artillery Lines on Captured Terrain
British Official Photct

Unloading heavy ammunition on the western front. Although no cessation can be permitted in the flow of supplies, it is no secret that
there is now no need for our artillery to economise in gun—fire, as German orders found show is the case with the enemy.

Artillery officers firing a captured German gun back into the German lines. It is a very human satisfaction to turn his own gun upon
the enemy, though reflection reminds one that be will know no difference between British and German shells if one should hit him.

Tht, War Illustrated, 25th SOVEMber, 1915.
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Watching, Sniping and Resting Along the Road

BrItAsh office watching the enemy lines trom an observat.on—post in the ruins of
Longueval. (British official photograph.)

Moroccan sniper Who -covered his head with
twigs and leaves, rendering it initsible..-

'Canteen in dtig—out on the Belgian front: A soldler la dtew,a g beer from a cask, which
has been given-a safe Corner in this improvised estaminet
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Evolutionof Pharaoh's Chariots of War

Novel scene .n the desert. Broken—down motor—lorry bein3
towed to the base by a team of powerful horses.

Anchored in the sand! Transport waggon, in difficulties,
await.ng assistance.

The ferry over. Cars board.ng a barge wh.ch is about to convoy
them across the Suez Canal.

Frequent incident in the Egyptian campaign when automobiles are used. A hundred miles out in the Libyan Desert, near the recently
captured Baharia Oasis, a huge car is being hauled up a sandy incline by a number of willing arms. The war—car has penetrated
parts of desert Egypt which have never before been explored.

ldJ D.11.9V.L
"THE 'GUARDS HAVE PASSED THIS WAY."--In the course of an advance in the
direction of Le Transloy, between Combles and Bapatime, the Guards passed over a sunken
road where the Germane had taken up a position, which however, they had not time to fortify
beyond pushing a few guns against the embankment nia rough—and—ready emplacement,

slightly protected by a single wire defence. An officer going back over the conquered ground
later found two abandoned German
at this spot, with a number of dead
Germane around--grim testimony to the Irresistible onslaught of the Guards. The French
and British had previously made thrusts at Le Transloy, meeting with determined opposition.

n mm. gun.
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BATTLE PICTURES ffctie GREAT WAR
On the Road to Trieste
T was not to be supposed that General Cadorna would
remain indifferent to Rumania's peril during the last
days of October, and his contribution to the Allies'
cause was not long delayed. This splendid soldier is
notoriously the most secretive general in Europe. It is said
that no one in Italy shares his confidence, and while the
prophets continue to cry " Trieste," other objectives may
dominate his plans. With this we have nothing to do at
the moment. It is sufficient to record that he made upon
the first three days of November a thrust into the Austrian
lines upon the Carso which he could claim justly to be quite
the most successful offensive he has waged since the fall of
Gorizia.
Setting for a Battle of Giants
Now this is a land of weirdly difficult names and quite
remarkable topography. The travelled Englishman- knows
what is the meaning of the Carso, or caste formation of
rock, for he has climbed it in the Dolomites. The arid
limestone country sweeps round the head of the Adriatic
Sea, and thrusts itself as far south as Herzegovina. Sometimes it affords but a landscape of torrent and gloomy rock,
magnificent in its very destitution of colour or foliage. At
other places, and nearer to the border of the sea, these
heights will be wooded ; the valleys will disclose foaming
torrents or rivers serenely blue. There will be a stratum of
sandstone in the face of the rock, and for man's contribution
the spires and minarets of villages which knew Mohammed.
The neighbourhood of Gorizia is such a country. From
an imaginary height above that town an observer would
see the mighty ravine in which the blue Isonzo flows. Mte.
Sabotino, rising to a height of 1,98o feet upon the right
bank, is faced upon the left by Mte. San Gabriele, at a
- height of 2,100 feet, and Mte. San Daniele, with an altitude
of 1,800 feet, Between these- mounts the river takes a
sharp right-handed turn, and thence flows almost in a
straight line to the Adriatic Sea. It is down and beyond
this line, that we must look for the scene of the great battle
of November 1st. Away upon the left hand there rises
that high and desolate plateau they call the Carso. It is
defended by steep slopes and walls of red-brown rock.

I

Two Great Roads to Trieste
There are the ravines through which the tributaries
or. the Isonzo flow, and right across it, where the Adriatic Sea
sweeps round towards the great port of Pola, is the commercial town of Trieste. This-lies at present some fourteen
miles -from the nearest Italian trenches. E it be General
Cnadorna's objective, he is pushing for it both over the high
and tremendously fortified plateau of the Cars° and
southward through the line of Monfalcone and. the low
ground by the sea. Upon both these fronts he won a great
and signal victory in the first three days of November.
Take a map of the district between Gorizia and the sea,
and put a pen upon certain of these weirdly-named places I
„have mentioned. Immediately south of Gorizia you will
.see Tivoli and Mte. San Marco, noting the River Vertoibizza behind them. A little farther south -is Biglia, and,
south of that another river, the Vipacco, running in a
ravine called simply the Vallone. To the south-east of
Biglia is a mountain that is called the Faiti Hrib, rising to a
height of 1,440 feet, and to the south-west of that we see
the Veliki Hribach, Mte. Pecinka, the town of Oppacchiasella, and, almost due east of it, that other hamlet of
Castagnievizza, by which runs the great road to Trieste and
to Comen. The latter has been called the centre of the
Austrian system. Upon this fine in the north General
Cadorna's thrust was from Mte. San Marco and Big,lia ;
in the south upon the mountains of Faiti Hrib and Pecinka,
and to the outskirts of Castagnievizza. It resulted in the
killing of to,000 Austrians, the wounding of 20,000, and the
capture of 9,000 prisoners, to say nothing of the capture of
large quantities of booty, and of the- complete Staff, of a
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brigadier, who surrendered pistol in hand and threats upon
his lips.
Obviously it was an exceedingly picturesque battle ;
something of the old-time joy of combat entered into it.
Correspondents viewing it from distant heights were able
to follow a part of the action, at any rate, and to witness
the amazing gallantry and dash of the undaunted Italians.
These had waited patiently during the whole of Tuesday,
October pst, when their great guns were thundering
incessantly until dark fell, and the fog of war loomed up
brown and red and black, to blot out the glorious sunshine
of the picturesque scene it would have disclosed. So fierce
was this bombardment that the houses were shaken even in
far Trieste, while the flash of the gun fire, seen against the
dark background of the Carso, was like the lightning of a
hundred storms.
With such a warning did General Cadorna summon the
Austrians to the assault of Wednesday. The day was fine
enough, but from the sodden ground the fierce sun drew
heavy mists, which drifted in the deep valleys and left but
the summits of the towering hills exposPd. Through this,
shortly after eleven o'clock, the dashing Italians went out
to the assault. Ring Victor Emmanuel himself was a
witness of their prowess, and often by his side there stood
the Duke of Aosta, the commander of the Carso army. So
rapid was the Italian attack that in many cases the Austrians
in their trenches put up no kind of resistance at all—were
surrounded, in fact, and made prisoners almost before they
had fired a shot.
Cavalry Charge on the Heights
The tremendous obstacle of Faiti Hrib, which three
months ago an Austrian general declared to be impregnable,
holding that if the Italians ever took it Trieste was lost---this was taken -very early in the day, together with Mte.
Pecinka and Veliki the latter in less than fifty minutes
after the opening of the engagement. A wild scene with
the confusion of war now was disclosed behind the Austrian
second line. Just as in the retreat from cuatre Bras, more
than a hundred years ago, the one cry of the British was to
get the guns through to Waterloo, so here the salvage cf
the batteries remained the obsession of the Austrian command. - Wildly they were galloped, alike through the deep
ravines and upon the perilous roads to the heights, and
after them in the old style went the Italian cavalry and the
infantry, panting not wholly in vain.
Of this stirring episode a famous Italian writes in the
" Daily Telegraph
" The chief concern of the Austrians
was to save their batteries, and this could be seen as they
were hurried along the roads. The Italian guns immediately
made them theZtarget, and at one time there disappeared
as if by magic an entire Austrian battery that was galloping
away in _full retreat, At another point for a considerable
time an Austrian battery- was pursued by a detachment
of Italian infantry, which_ att
charge was trying to
overtake it on the road."
"What a Fine Day! What a Great Day! '
Such a diversion must have been a joy indeed to men
who had known for months the monotony of the rockbound trenches. One Italian report tells us that nothing
else was thought of—not-even the multitudes of prisoners
taken. The _heights of the Carso abound, as we know,
in natural caverns, passes which Nature has quarried and
gloomy recesses which will harbour whole regiments. These
were searched by the Italians with the ferocity of houndsupon a keen scent. At Pecinka a. Bersagli-ere badly wounded
was seen pointing to a height and summoning his comrades
to climb it. A battery of six guns had been taken, and
the brave fellow was anxious that his comrades should
know of it. A wild excitement possessed him ; he thought
nothing of his wound, would not hear of assistance, and
continued to cry " It is there !
until lie fell senseless
[Continued on page 350
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The Battery's Half-Holiday from its Strenuous Work :

many more powerful guns have been invented, the in her most critical hour, the only artillery which was, at that time
THOUGH
French gunner is still justifiably proud of -the Seventy-Five, superior to the German guns. To keep the weapon trim is his
the simple, delicate machine which served France so splendidly bounden duty and delight. On the bank of a swift-flowing river
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Seventy-Fives in Repose Alon9; a French River Bank

a battery ol these guns is undergoing a rigorous toilet, preparatory war, though no doubt the sound of furious battle echoes audibly
to being placed in position again in the line. But for the Seventy- enough from over the hills-and valleys of the Somme, where the Allies
Fives, -, this beautiful photographic study bears no suggestion of are pounding away with confidence and elation born of victory,
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and the ambulance carried him away. Elsewhere a soldier
with one leg shot off sat upon a barrel, and greeted every
passer-by with the remark, " What a fine day ! What a
great day ! " The same thought was in the heart of every
man who fought for Cadorna in those splendid hours—
" What,a fine day ! What a great day ! "
While all this was happening upon the left there were
great doings down by Oppacchiasella and the low ground
nearer the sea. The sun began to shine about midday,
and to show the Austrians throwing their heavy shells
from the Vallone to the crest where the fight was raging ;
and at this time three Austrian aeroplanes came searching
for the Italian batteries. It was a picturesque incident,
and, indeed, the whole - scene at this time showed the
glamour of battle at its best. Upon the north the dark
grey ridges of the Carso were the curtains against which
there flashed the lightning flames of the unresting artillery.
TO the south the Austrian centre was being driven in
relentlessly and Avith a Vehemence unsurpassable. Now
the man with the glasses could see groups of Cadorna's
infantry crossing the summit of Veliki Hribach, while
other squadrons were upon the ridge of h&ghts which runs
down from Veliki to Mite. Pccinka. Intermingled with the
dashing Italians were the gloomy bodies of prisoners driven
like sheep towards the " cages " which awaited them in the
fear. Veliki itself and Hills 375 and 308 were taken by
this, time and the infantry still pressed onwards. They
were at the very threshold of Castagnievizza, described by
the Austrians themselves as the key of this southern line.
Thursday's fighting Saw the gains of November 1st both
consolidated and extended. In the north the advance
was 'continued along the ridge commanding the Vipacco
Valley ; while on the south the central area of the plateau
and the meeting of the Castagnievizza-Comen road were
threatened—the latter as the principal artery of communi-

ChaPs in an Austrian munition depot on the Carso front, caused
by bombs dropped from talian aircraft.
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cation on the Carso. This day saw the Italians at their
best as mountain fighters. From the Vallone Valley a
rocky wail, with natural terraces, rises step by step to
the broad plain of the Carso itself. Up these the infantry
stormed with the greatest gallantry, often climbing amazing
precipices, fighting in every wood and thicket, and disappearing ever and anon into the depths of caverns where
the foe was hidden. The artillery itself now had to do
with objects far distant, and upon the south they even
bombarded Dllir10, which is on the shore of the Adriatic.
Naturally such a hunt as the hills afforded resulted in a
large increase in the number of prisoners. No cave seemed
too remote but that it contained Austrians. Sometimes
they appeared to have been brought out only after fights
which were memorable ; a thousand acts of heroism may
have been hidden in the darkness of those caves and will
never be told by any witness. But the main thing Was
that the Italians went on undaunted from terrace to terrace
until they were but dots upon a sunny horizon. So were
the fruits of victory gained, and so did we hear without
surprise that General Boroviec had telegraphed urgently
for reinforcements and insisted that if Trieste were to be
saved his legions must be sent back from Rumania.
Mountain Peaks Split in Twain
Great as were these achievements of the Italian infantry,
we must not forget that this was in the main a battle of
artillery, and that General Cadorna's gunners have, never
done better. To this the Giornale d'Italia " bears witness
when it says that the " systematic offensive" was due
before all to the tactical preparation made by the general,
seconded by the Government, and backed whole-heartedly
by the industrial classes. So terrible was the preliminary
bombardment that whole woods on the summits of Veliki,
and of the heights above Vallone, were blotted out, while
mountains peaks were split in twain by a single shot and
new formations created. That the enemy was driven out
by such an avalanche of shell does not surprise us ; but
that he fought tenaciously we may not doubt. Trieste is
dear to him, and whatever may be General Cadorna's real
objective, the Austrians persist in believing it to be, Trieste.
The loss of this great commercial port would strike such
a blow at Austrian moral as never yet has been struck
since the war began. No bulletins could explain it away—
no tacticians justify so tangible a defeat. For these reasons
an Italian writer is able to say that the Austrian command
will even call up the last reserves to cast them into the
furnace. The keys to their positions have fallen one by
one, and now this capture of the Veliki and the Pecinka
heigh ts, with the fall of Faiti, is a blow which has brought
Vienna to the verge of panic and has sent. Italian shells
hmulering upon the very shores of the Adriatic.
Enemy Still Obdurate and Strong
For all that, the obstacles still before General Cadorna
upon the Carso front must not be treated lightly, and no
premature optimism is to be indulged in. He has pushed
forward two miles upon a front of three and a half miles,
and the week has seen his men consolidating on height
and marsh and valley. Before him are vast subterranean
works. still harbouring thousands of Austrians. They are
complete to the point of wonder, and nothing but the
patience and persistency of a great leader can overcome
them. Deep down in caverns cut from the solid rock
the defenders of Trieste are trying to reorganise themselves after this great assault. They are defended by
innumerable machine-guns, while their heavy artillery has
been rushed hack to heights from which it can bombard
the lines which were lost. Veliki and Pecinka they now
shell incessantly, and the great road, to Comen is a deathtrap for advancing troops. Upon their side the Italian reply
with a vigour which " makes the very earth tremble," and
have broken the glass of houses many miles from the scene.
It may be added that among the prisoners and booty
captured on November 1st and 2nd were 259 officers, ten
soy mm. howitzers with ammunition, two mountain guns,
numerous machine-guns, and large quantities of the material
of war. Of the unfortunate brigadier and his Staff we have
already spoken. He will now be able to taste the rare
wines and see the beautiful women of Italy. But it will
be from the terrace of that prison wherein he and his must
remain " for the period of the war."
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Beautiful Studies of the War-Horse on Service

French hands again. A halt for dinner in a
village ruined but recovered from the hated Hun.

To gladden the heart of man. Bringing up supplies of wine for the soldiers
fighting in the first line.

,.uperco fvf.prese4eff of a r rencn °Meer or aragoons and his horse in the Valley of the Somme, a wonderful sway of .tie +ion pataence and
resolution that are shattering German ambition and aggression. Right; French cavalry despatch—riders on commun.cation duty.

7/c Witt Illustrated, 25th Nc?CioTcr, 1915.
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Forcible Arguments Put Forward by the Allies
.B;itich OFficial Pholf,orr:phs

A Serbian ammunition dump on the Balkan front. Bulgaria, who fondly imagined that Serb.a was finally d,spased of, has been rudely
disillusloned. Rested and re—equipped, the Serbian Army is moving back towards its own country, persuading the enemy to retire by
irres.stible arguments like those illustrated above.

A few of our empties on the western front. At many points of the line of the Allies' advance there are huge accumulations of used shell—
cases. Much of the prec'ous metal is collected and sent back to munition works to be refashioned for use again.
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Rules of the Road Where the Allies Join Hands
French. Official Photographs

Scene at the junction of the French and British lines in the Valley of the Somme. French soldiers working among the pulverised
remains of what was once a timber—encircled village while a British cavalry patrol rides by along the pitted road.

On active service loaded convoys have the right to the road, while empty waggons travel on the roadside turf or across the fields. A
glimpse of the unending stream of British supply convoys that winds along the Somme. Valley, with empties returning on the left.
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THE STRUGGLE FOR AERIAL SUPREMACY
How the British Airmen Dominate Enemy Pilots
O moth has been said and writ,
of late about the indisputable
supremacy of British aviators on
the- French front that it is interctuinc/,
to consider how this supremacy arri yea.
There has never been any doubt about
the superiority of the British pilot over
the German pilot, for though the Germans
may OCCaSiorially produce a Boleke or an
framelmann t such men are very much
the excoption, and are tar removed from
the general run of trained and T.:od:1ring
but unenterprising German pilots:
Even the French admit that the British
aviator: gots- about his work in a way
which is quite different from the, Frenchman. The French aviator, whether pilvr
or observer or gunner, goes across the
German lines in a spirit of fierce carne-.tness, and with a patriotic determination
to do his duty at all costs. Solite, of
them are sternly determined to avengt
the death of friends or relations, and others
are moved by hatred of Huns it geneml,
The British pilot, on the other hand, is;
in the vast majority of cases, primarily
a sportsman. In a general way lie,
probably thinks that the best German is
a dead, German, and operates accordingly;
but if ono-Coulaget at his inmost thoughts
it would probably be found that his first
and foremost motive is to do his job aswell as he is able, for the good of the
British Army in general, and the honour
of „the Flying Corps in particular, after
which he proceeds to get as much sporting
interest out of his work as possible. The
sporting rivalry between individuals, and
between flights or squadrons, frequently
Fads to things being done which are distinctly magnificent and not quite war.
Magnificent—Hut not War
For example, it is not
any
means according to the rules of war
that one British pilot on a small scout,
armed with a single machine-gun, should
plunge into a bunch of a dozen Hun
aeroplanes, each carrying a gunner as
well as a pilot, and proceed to chivy
them about the sky till he is finalby
cornered by three or lour of them at onc-e
and brought down. The wise warrior
would, admit that he was outnumbered.
and go home safely to fight another day
—which would be quite according to the
rules of war but would not be " as done "
by the Royal Flying Corps. The result,
of course, is that the personal ascendancy
of the R.F.C. pilot over the Hun groWs
'Moro and more marked as these lonehand-or outnumbered, attacks on German
aircraft, become more and mote common.
Furthermore, it is not strictly according
t0 the rules: of war that a British fighting
Machine should come down behind the
- enemy's fines for the mere fun of using
its machine-guns on a column of troops
on the march, seeing that a battalion of
infantry can bring into action at once
something like one thousand rifles and
probably a dozen machine-guns as well,
each ti,klc a range equal to that of the
aeroplanel'g machine-guns. The solitary
adVantage of the aeroplane is that its
-very high speed makes it somewhat
difileult to hit, and that while it :is traversing a line- of infantry it may knock
out several 'dozens of men, whereas if the
Machine itself is hit and brought down
only two men are lost.
h his purely personal ascendancy, bowcvet, Cannot- possibly produce anything

By C. G. GREY
Editor of "The Aeroplane'
like, supremacy in the air unless the R.F.C.
possesses quantity as well as quality.
One would not, of course„ for worlds
inform the Hun exactly how many pilots
Great Britain possesses at the mcmient,
but it may interest neutral countries,
as well as the enemy, to know that the
War 011ice permitted the publication by
the Royal Acre Club of the names of
people who took their certificates as
aviators until some three thousand aeon
were issued.
Increase Day by Day
Then the publication of this Est was
stopped. But it must be fairly evil -iit
to any intelligent neutral who moves about
Britain that the number of aviators has
vastly increased. In fact, during the
three alDnths in which the supply of
petrol for motor-cars has been so rigorously regulated anyone driving along the
main road in any part of the country
saw pretty nearly as many aeroplanes as
motor-cars, and when one realises that
practically every aeroplane one secs
represents not a trained aviator but one
who is still undergoing training, one
begins to realise the vast numbers of
pilots who are being sent out on active
service. Probably at the present Moment
German pilots in France actually outnumber the British pilots—that is, on
the sectiffn of the fighting-line covered
by the R.F.C., but the German predominance in nombers is not so marked as
to swamp the R.F.C. by sheer weight.
The work of then F.F.C. has also been
very materially aided by the high quality
of floe aeroplanes now being turned out
by British constructors. In the earlier
days of the scar, in fact practically till
the end of 1915. the idea was sedulously
fostered in certain quarters that officiallydesigned aeroplanes were in _every way
better titan those designed by private
commercial firms. As a matter or_ fact,
every official aeroplane had invariably
been beaten in perfotmance by what Waie
contemptuously known in certain official
circles as " trade " machines, but the
orders for officially-designed machines far
exceeded in -number those given out for
trade designs.
Private Enterprise Stimulated
The strenuous agitation Which took
place early in 1916 entirely change l
this state of affairs, and tire result
has been that a number of exceedingly
able officerS, who had had a large
amount of active service -experience
during the first year or so of the scar,
Were put in important positions at Headquarters, and as a result evert- encouragement ha's since been given to trade
designers to produce faster and quicker
climbing and more easily maneenvred
aeroplanes.
The trade responded to Ohs encouragement. and to-day British aeroplanes
have indisputably the best performance
of any aeroplanes in the world. One
cannot, of course, give any definite par
ticulars as to the best performances now
put up by British aeroplanes, but as the
Germans themselves- can form a pretty
good idea of an average performance of
a British aeroplane, there can be no harm
in comparing the average performance

at the outbreak of war with the average
performance to-day.
In the early days of the scar a fairly
good aeroplane flew at about Co m.p.h.,
and a very good one did something over
8o m.p.h. To-day between 8o and 90
m.p.h. is merely a fair speed, and a
machine has to exceed too m.p.h. to be
considered good. Similarly, a climbing
rate of 30o feet per minute used to be
considered a fair pertormance with full
military load, and anything over 5oo feet
a minute climb was distinctly good.
To-day Coo to yoo feet a minute is quite
a moderate performance, and a machine
has to exceed 0000 feet per minute to be
consbiercel really good.
Similar improvements have taken place
in every direction. 'Where a solitary
pilot and passenger us:7.d to go out on
patrol, and perhaps be attacked by three
or four faster German machines, reconnaissance pattols now consist of - a dozen
machines or so, each -quite fast enough
to tackle most German machines, and
are in sufficient numbers to protect
themselves adequately. Where two or
three aeroplanes used to go out in an
endeavour to bomb some important
positions with three or four little bombs,
each weighing, perhaps, 16 or 29 lb.
apiece—which were dropped overboard by
hand, relying entirely on the pilot's judgment -of height and distance—a modern
bombing raid may consist of twenty or
thirty machines each, carrying half a
dozen 5o lb. bombs fitted in proper bombdropping gear, which includes sights
giving the bOmbs as much accuracy as a
shell from a long-range gun. In practically every other branch of aerial work
the R.F.C. has improved correspondingly.
Why the Lists are High
The fact that the daily communiqués
from General Headquarters indicate fairly
heavy losses in the Flying Corps, chiefly
in the way of machines logged as missing," does not necessarily imply any
interiority in the machines or the pilots.
British aviators are operating on the
German side of the lines practically the
whole time, and as the prevailing strong
winds blow from the west, a machine
which has been damaged by anti-aircraft
guns or by hostile aeroplanes may be
unable to get back home, whereas under
similar circumstances, assisted by the
wind, a German aeroplane might do so.
Furthermore, aero-engines are still far
from being as reliable as thotor-oar
engines, and, consequently, an engine
failure in - a British machine means that
it must come down in territory oecupied
by the enemy, whereas engine failure in a
German machine means that it can land
behind its own lines. These- disadvantages alone are sufficient to account for
the fact that the. R.F.C. seems to be losing
a greater number of aeroplanes than the
Germans admit losing, or than the Flying
Corps claims to have brought down.
The number of R.F.C. Officers who are
notified as being prisoners of scar in
Germany and unwounded further confirms
the view that a number of the losses
are caused through sheer inability to
get bacie across the fighting-line.
Taking everything into consideration,
therefore, it is, fair to state that while
the R.F.O. itself does not actually hold
the complete command of the air in its
own section, it certainly has a marked
superiority over the enemy.
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German Legions Reach Verdun in Bondage

Surrounded by the havoc of their own guns some of the thousands of enemy prisoners are lined up in the Place de L'Archevegue. French
soldiers wearing the steel helmets may be identified here and there, while German officers are being interrogated by interpreters.

German airmen venturing over the Somme front have-to be unusually brilliant to discover dispositions. -Most of the bridges are so
screened with rushes and foliage that it is almost impossible to detect them even within a few yards. (French official photograph.)
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Illustrattd, 25tb Not-ember, 1915.

Men Who Matter in the Policy of Greece

Greek volunteers off to fight the Bu!gars under the flag of re,olut.on. Inset:'Lord
Grana-d vv. th General Z.mb,-akakts, Minster of War to the Prov s opal Governm(

General view of Athen3 from the Acropolis. The ancient citadel of Greece is
perhaps the moat vulnerable capital to sea—power in Europe.

King Constantine of Greece, the monarch who
believes in the victory of the Central Powers.

General Zimbrakakis reading an address of welcome to Venizefo3 Venizelos talking with a member of his Staff on the Hesperia, which
on the arrival of the venerable Greek patriot at Salonika.
brought the head of the Greek Provisional Governmentto Salonika.
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King Ferdinand at the Rumanian Headquarters

King Ferdinand of Rumania at the wheel of his military auto—
mobile. Next to him is the Crown Prince. Inset: The King's
bodyguard lined up outside the Rumanian Staff headquarters.

King Ferdinand'i: shooting—box, wn,on, ...onsciiukes. the headquarters of the Rumanian armies, Hje Majesty, in a recent Order of he
Day,
praised the valour of the Army, and bade each man stand firm and yield no territory to the foe.
-
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TOLD BY THE RANK AND FILE

THE TAKING OF THIEPVAL
BY PRIVATE W. BROOKS
',THOUGH I'm telling this story,
4 I want to say right at the coM,
mencement that you are not to
t's
run away with the idea that my regiment
was the only regiment used. in the greatest
attack of all- history. It was only one
unit of a grat force.
The night before the attack commenced
we had a lecture by our commandant,
who told us as much as the Headquarters
Staff knew about Thiepyal. He said
that the place had been the headquarters
of a brigade of Wfirtembergers for two
years, and that the men had come to regard
it as a soft and easy job. In fact, when
they were about to be relieved by other
troops and sent to other parts of the line,
they begged to remain.
They had improved it in their own way,
he said, and had underground passages
running in all directions, to which they
would descend when our artillery fire
got too hot to be comfortable. They
would; as a point of honour, hold the
place to the end, and would no doubt
fight. strenuously before the end came.
Wine for the Winners
We were told that the hub of the defence
would be the chateau, which had been
made as impregnable as possible by
every device known to -warlike scienee.
But—he finished—in the cellars of the
chateau were a fine lot of cooling drinks—
wines and the like—to slake the thirst of
those who won.
We made up our minds to have some
of these drinks at all costs, and aS, that
meant the taking of the chateau, it of
course also meant a warm time for the
comfortable Huns. The artillery, as
Usual, opened the ball the night before,
raking the place from end to end and combing it through thoroughly. Then, from
our trenches at the foot of the hill—
Thiepval lies on its crest—we advanced
steadily, as last as possible, but still only
at a walking pace.
Every trench and shell-hole was held
against us, but we simply marched up
to them, whacked a few bombs into them,
and then cleared them out with the
bayonet. Whatever prisoners we took
were sent back under nominal escort
to the rear.
We had reached the second line of
German trenches—they were mere heaps
of mud and dead bodies, with here and
there a machine-gun party strafing away
at us as we marched onwards—when
one machine-gun team _surrendered en
bloc, They hadn't used half their cartridges, either, and we could only surmise
that they must have been fed-up with the
war. Anyway, we put the sixteen of them
in charge of two of our slightly wounded,
and bundled them off to the rear, taking
their gun and ammunition with us to
strafe their comrades.
Prisoners Become Restive
Halt-way flown the hill these sixteen
prisoners seemed to change their minds
about being captives, for they made a
dash at the two Tummies. As luck
would have it they managed to keep the
Huns off fairly well with their bayonets,
though they sustained slight flesh wounds.
Our sergeant saw What was happening,
and took half the platoon down to talk
to those silly Germans.- We did—with
the butts el our rifles, and when we had

finished those sixteen went along as
quietly as mice, without a word, and all
whimpering and nursing the places where
good, hard, English fists had touched
them,
We advanced again, steadily, and all
the time we were chafing because eve had
to wait for our own artillery to lift.
It crept along cunningly and slowly,
and at certain times jumped about a hundred yards. Then we broke into a run,
bashed everything that tried to stop us,
and settled down to follow the creeping,
searching shells again.
The Tunnelled Chateau
We came near to the .tunitelled chateau,.
and were held up, both by and the enemy's fire.' He had as'`
thousands of machine-guns, hidden here
and there, popping up and down like
Jacks-in-the box. They were in shellholes, in wired trenches, and in strongly
held redoubts, and no ordinary troops
could have lived through the fire.
But we had a " tank "—a great big beast
of a " tank.7 It went ahead, straight up
to the centre of the position, in spite of
bombs, hand-grenades, and machine-gun
bullets which the enemy aimed at it
with all his vigour. Suddenly it started
to add its din to that already existing,
and we had to laugh at the way the
Germans disappeared in front of it. .
We didn't lose the opportunity, but
dashed oh after it, treading between the
places where its caterpillar wheels had
marked the Soft ground. Just as _ we
reached it- the machine-gun people tied
white flags to their rifles, though the trench
holders still slugged away at it, trying
to put it out of action. It simply turned
to the right and went waddling down
the trench, its guns going all the time.
Some intrepid Germans even swarmed
on its back, and tried to poke rifles
through the slots in its armoured hide ;
but they fell off like dead flies.
A French aeroplane swooped through
from the sky, and came clown within four
hundred feet to see the sport. The Huns
thought they were going to be bombed,
and, throwing down their rifles, did the
Kamerad trick like one man.
Retreat to the Cellars
On the heels of this initial success
the infantry dashed forward irresistibly.
We stormed the chateau, fighting in the
good old-fashioned style, though helped
by our artillery, who dropped shells with
a nice precision into it every few seconds.
The Wfirtembergers retired to their
cellars, leaving us in charge.
Then commenced the queerest part
of this fight—the hunt underground.
We would search around for the entrance
to the cellars, when suddenly from
behind us-would come a volley of rifle
fire. Turning round quickly, we'd be
lust in time to see half a dozen Germans
doing the disappearing act down a tunnel.
You can bet we were after them like
terriers after rats. They had the adimntage at first, being in the dark and invisible,
while we were silhouetted against the
light. But eve pressed on, and engaged
them on equal terms. They ran, and we
followed. It was like fighting in S coalmine. Every here and there passages
would branch off towards the tight and
left, and sometimes we would hear the

sound of firing; telling us that others
of our lads were engaged in private
hunts of their own. We never gave our
quarry an opportunity to bolt, but keeping
him in sight followed every twist and turn
of the tunnels.
Bombs in the Dark
In one place they passed a heap - of
bombs, and as they went they stooped
and slung a few back at us. When we
reached the heap the rear men stopped and
gathered armfuls of the bombs, while
we in front kept in touch. When they
rejoined us we made Fritz a present of
a few of his own bombs, and judging by
the shrieks and yells with which he
received them, he didn't appreciate the
gift a bit.
And all the time our lads were dropping,
after three hours' fighting well below
the earth's surface. But the Germans'
game was up, and we got them in a corner.
We expected they would fight like rats,
but to our glad surprise they chucked
p' lies
and came over with their
ands m the'-ati.**Anct we fiftVen Marched
back forty-three Germans;- including, one
officer, right to the place Where eve had
started. from, after telling them that it
they led Us into an ambush they would
get strafed first.
,
We found that what -the lecturer had
told us se-as quite the truth, and one of
the great Wfirtembergers had the nerve
to say to me, " We fought well, didn't
eve ? "—after he had surrendered with a
clean bayonet as well as a fully-charged
magazine.
When eve got to the top again and got
rid of our lot of prisoners, eve received
orders to prepare for a gas attack. The
enemy was still holding on to a house
in„ the north-east part of the town, and he had to be smoked out somehow. We'd
hardly got the gas-masks over our 'leac;
before the grey-green clouds rolled alone,
with the wind behind them.
Then the Germans gave us another
Kamerad exhibition, rushing through thy,
fumes with -their hands up and their
masks on to surrender.
Bombs, Liquid Fire, and Gas
For two hours we got a rest, and then
the Germans, having massed all their
available troops, came back again in
a counter-attack. This was no Kamerad
business—they were desperate, and, tired
as we were, eve had all our work cut out
to hold them. But hold them we did,
in spite of their guns and shells, bombs,
liquid fire, gas, and machine-guns and—
what is more—we hurled them back and
counter-attacked.
And, as we event over the top of a
battered and captured German trench,
some spiteful machine-oam bullet came,
smacked my steel helmet, and tore it oft, .
tearing.- part of my scalp with it. And
b the stress and turmoil of Thiepval,
so, after
I'm back in a London hospital—and
thank GOd for the rest ! Though, mind
you, I wouldn't have been out of that
scrap—no—not even for a month", leave when the Cup Ties are being played:
—o
BELGIAN SLAVERY

The German -" round-up " in Belgium,
which began in the middle of October
and embraces Flanders, the Tournai,
and the Mons districts, has been applied
to at least 55,000 men. These unfortunate individuals have been herded
together in open trucks, exposed to all
weathers, and sent like cattle to various
destinations, some to Germany, others
to the Verdun front, undoubtedly for
work of a military nature,
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Night Raiders Held Up by German Flares

When there is a lull in operations due to weather conditions
there are many duties which fall to the lot of the enterprising
soldier. The most perilous of these is perhaps the night raid.
The men have to crawl over the gruesome neutral ground, and
at every few yards they must lie still as the dead, for the enemy,

expecting such raids, sends up flares. Any sign of life would
draw a deadly fusillade from the German trenches. The raiders
reach the wire at a snail's-pace, force their way through, and
are disappointed if they do not account for a number of the enemy
and bring back a prisoner or two.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

LL-Col. H. B. BURNABY.
D.S.O., R. West Surrey Regt.

Maj. A. G. ASTLEY, M.C.,
Royal Fusiliers.

EMaj. U. S. NAYLOR.
Royal Irish Regt.

14.-Col. C. J. WILKIE,
Welsh Regt.

Lt.-Col. J. O'B. IdINOGUE,
C.M.G., West Yorks Regt.

Capt. C. M. NICOL,
M.B., R.A.M.C.

F Capt. D. L. EVANS.
Northamptonshire Regt.

t.-Col. Hugo Beaumont Burnaby, son of the late Rev. S. B. Burnaby, served with the
Wiltshire Yeomanry in the South African War. and rose to the rank of captain and won
the D.S.O. lie was part owner of the well-known Boeketer Game Farm. At the outbreak of
this war he obtained a captaincy in the Durham Light Infantry. and was chosen to raise
a battalion of the Royal West Surrey Regiment: which he was commanding when killed.
.-Col. John O'Brien Minogue served with the Burmese Expedition. 1883-89 (despatches,
medal with two clasps) ; Chin-Lushal Expedition, 1880-00 (despatches, clasp) Ashanti
Expedition, 1895-96 : and as D.A.A.G. in Tibet. 1903-4, being present at Kiani, Gyantse,
and the march to Lhasa (de - patches. medal and clasp). In 1908 he took part in the
Molunand operations, including the engagement of Matta (medal with clasp). He retired
in 1909. and in 1915 was given command of a battalion of the West Yorkshire Regiment.
Capt. Charles Mill Nicol, M.B.. Ch.B.. died of wounds, entered the R.A.M.C. in 1009.
In 1913 he had promotion. and was gazetted to the Staff as Deputy-Assistant-Director
of Medical services. In Egypt when the war broke out, lie was transferred to France,
and was mentioned by Viscount French in despatches. His youngest brother, Lt.
Alexander Nicol. Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, was killed at Aehi Baba.
Capt. Charles Eustace Dickson King, M.C.. was educated at Wellington College and
Out since the beginning of the war, be was three times mentioned in
Sat
despatches and awarded the Military Cross. He was twice wounded. A line horseman
and cricketer and all-round sportsman, Captain Ring held, with Captain A. C. Cl. :Lowther,
the Army Double Racquets Championship.

Maj. W. A. IRVING,
Canadian Field Artillery.

Capt. C. E. D. KING, M.C.,
K.O.Y.L.I.

L

Capt. R. H. V. THOMPSON,
Royal Fusiliers.

Lieut. L. M. HARES,
Canadian Infantry.

See.-Lt. A. C. FLOWER.
Grenadier Guards.

Lieut. E. H. LINTOTT,
West Yorkshire Rest.

Capt. J. 0. C. COWAN,
Royal Scots.

Lieut. W. L. PERKS,
Worcester Regt.

Lieut. G. R. McGIJSTY.
Lieut. A. T. JARVIS,
Sec.-Lt. A. G. TOMK1NS,
Essex ; att. K.O.Y.L.I.
Irish Guards.
Royal Irish Rifles.
fortralt , 1,.?1 Lafayette. 13,waeo, Ellictt d Fry, &mine, Hardt. HarcO. Renick McGill.

Capt. R. J. SMITH,
York and Lancaster uegt.

Lieut. J.. Y. SCOTT,
Rifle Brigade.

See.-Lt. H. S. GREENWOOD,
Royal Warwickshire Regt.

